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Abstract

The cerebrospinal fluid, a colorless fluid with physical properties similar to water, is

contained within the brain ventricles, as well as in the cerebral and spinal subarachnoid

space. The ventricles are four interconnected chambers at the center of the brain. The

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is produced in the choroid plexus, a highly vascularized

structure located in the ventricles. A pulsatile velocity component due to the expansion

and contraction of the cerebral vasculature is superimposed on the steady CSF flow

caused by its production. Cerebrospinal fluid exits the ventricular space through

openings in the fourth ventricle and enters the subarachnoid space which surrounds the

brain and the spinal cord. CSF is fed back to the blood stream chiefly through the

arachnoid villi via the superior sagittal sinus.

Several potentially lethal diseases, such as hydrocephalus and meningitis, are closely

associated with the cerebrospinal fluid. In order to improve existing treatments and

devise new ones, a better understanding of the CSF space is needed. In addition to the

classically accepted functions of the CSF, i.e. mechanical protection of the central

nervous system (CNS) and removal of cell metabolic waste products, there is ample

evidence that the cerebrospinal fluid system is also a pathway for neuroendocrine

communications. While it is generally not possible to perform invasive experimental

studies on humans involving the CNS due to the inherent risks, a combination of non¬

invasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measurements with computer simulations

makes it possible to gain further insight into the CSF system.

Within the framework of this dissertation, such a two-fold approach was taken to

develop a method for the computational modeling of cerebrospinal fluid flow in the

cerebral ventricular space. To this end, a volunteer's brain was scanned in a high-field

whole-body MRI scanner and his ventricles were segmented from the acquired data. A

computational mesh was generated in the ventricular space after having converted its

voxel-based geometry to a non-uniform rational B-spline representation. Brain motion

MRI scans performed on the same volunteer were used to quantify the feet-head
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displacement of the ventricles during the cardiac cycle. This information was mapped

onto the computational grid and used, along with velocity boundary conditions also

acquired through MRI, to perform computational fluid dynamics calculations of CSF

flow in the third ventricle. Using a homogeneous mixture model, the mixing of

cerebrospinal fluid entering from the lateral ventricles with CSF present in the third

ventricle was examined.

Three main flow features were observed: a fluid jet emerging from the aqueduct of

Sylvius, a moderately mobile recirculation zone above the jet and a mobile

recirculation below the jet. The flow in the entire domain was laminar with a

maximum Reynolds number of 340 in the aqueduct. It could be shown that advection

dominates over diffusion in most of the third ventricle. Three zones where diffusion

plays an important role in the mixing process were identified. One of these zones,

consisting of recessus infundibulus, recessus opticus and the adjacent regions up to

commissura anterior, is likely to exist in the general population. We hypothesize that

this zone may act as a buffer to flatten concentration peaks of pituitary gland hormones

released into the third ventricle CSF. We further hypothesize that this zone may

facilitate the communication between the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland

through third ventricle cerebrospinal fluid by prolonging residence times of the

communicated hormones.

The methods developed within the framework of this dissertation can be seen as a

basis for the modeling of the entire CSF system. While there is still a large amount of

work to be done until computer models of the cerebrospinal fluid space can be used for

clinical applications, we believe that it is only a matter of time until this will be the

case.
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Zusammenfassung

Die Hirnrückenmarksflüssigkeit (Liquor cerebrospinalis) ist farblos und weist

wasserähnliche physikalische Eigenschaften auf. Ein Teil des Liquors umgibt das

Gehirn und das Rückenmark, während der andere Teil sich in den Gehirnventrikeln -

vier miteinander verbundenen Kammern in der Mitte des Gehirns - befindet. Die

Hirnrückenmarksflüssigkeit wird im Plexus choroideus, einem sehr gut durchbluteten

Gewebe, welches sich über einen Teil der Ventrikelwände verteilt, durch

Ultrafiltration aus dem Blut gebildet. Dem kontinuierlichen, kaudal gerichteten Fluss

des Liquors ist eine Pulsation überlagert, die durch das wiederholte Ausdehnen und

Zusammenziehen der Blutgefässe im Gehirn zustande kommt. Die

Hirnrückenmarksflüssigkeit tritt durch drei Öffnungen im vierten Ventrikel in den

Subarachnoidalraum aus und umfliesst von dort aus das Gehirn und das Rückenmark,

von wo sie hauptsächlich durch den Sinus sagittalis superior wieder in den

Blutkreislauf gelangt.

Eine Reihe von Krankheiten, die unter Umständen tödlich verlaufen können, sind

zumindest teilweise auf pathologische Veränderungen des Liquorkreislaufs

zurückzuführen. Dazu gehören unter anderem Hydrocephalus und die

Gehirnhautentzündung. Um bestehende Behandlungsmethoden zu verbessern und um

neue Therapien zu entwickeln, ist ein besseres Verständnis der Liquorräume nötig.

Neben den gemeinhin anerkannten Aufgaben, welche die Himrückenmarksflüssigkeit

erfüllt, also neben dem Schutz des Gehirns und des Rückenmarks vor Verletzungen

und dem Ausschwemmen von Abfallstoffen, verhärten sich die Hinweise, dass der

Liquor auch als Transportmedium für Hormone eine wichtige Rolle spielt. Studien am

Menschen, die auf invasiven Untersuchungsmethoden beruhen, sind in der Regel

wegen den hohen Risiken, welche bei Eingriffen im Gehirn mit einhergehen, nicht

vertretbar. Es ist jedoch durch eine Kombination von Computersimulationen mit

Kernspintomographiemessungen möglich, einen besseren Einblick in den
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Liquorkreislauf zu gewinnen, ohne den untersuchten Probanden oder die Patientin zu

gefährden.

Im Rahmen der hier vorliegenden Dissertation wurde solch ein Weg eingeschlagen,

um eine Methode für das rechnergestützte Modellieren des Liquorflusses in den

Gehirnventrikeln zu entwickeln. Zu diesem Zweck wurde die Geometrie des Gehirns

eines Probanden mittels Kernspintomographie erfasst. Es wurden zwei weitere

Kernspintomographiemessungen am selben Probanden durchgeführt, um die

kraniokaudale Bewegung des Gehirns zu erfassen und den Geschwindigkeitsverlauf

des Liquorflusses im Aquädukt von Sylvius aufzunehmen. Diese Daten wurden

anschliessend auf die vernetzten Ventrikel projiziert und der Fluss der

Himrückenmarksflüssigkeit im dritten Ventrikel wurde numerisch berechnet. Zudem

wurde die Durchmischung des Liquors aus den seitlichen Ventrikeln mit dem Liquor

im dritten Ventrikel untersucht.

Es konnten drei Hauptmerkmale der Liquorströmung identifiziert werden: ein

Liquorstrahl ausgehend vom Aquädukt von Sylvius, eine grösstenteils stationäre

Rezirkulation oberhalb des Strahls und eine bewegliche Rezirkulation unterhalb

davon. Der Fluss war im gesamten Bereich laminar mit Reynoldszahlen unter 340. Es

konnte gezeigt werden, dass fast überall im dritten Ventrikel der advektive

Stofftransport eine wichtigere Rolle spielt als die Diffusion. Es wurden dennoch drei

Regionen gefunden, in welchen die Diffusion dominiert. Es ist anzunehmen, dass

zumindest einer dieser Bereiche in den meisten gesunden Menschen vorhanden ist.

Wir vermuten, dass diese Region, bestehend aus Recessus infundibulus, Recessus

opticus und den angrenzenden Gebieten bis zur Commissura anterior, als Puffer für

Hormone dient, welche von der Hypophyse in den Liquor abgegeben werden. Weiter

vermuten wir, dass die Kommunikation zwischen Hypophyse und Hypothalamus

durch das Vorhandensein dieses Gebiets, in welchem der Stofftransport verlangsamt

ist, erleichtert wird.

Die im Rahmen dieser Dissertation entwickelten Methoden eignen sich als

Grundlagen für die Entwicklung von Modellen des gesamten Liquorraumes. Obschon

es noch sehr viel Arbeit brauchen wird, bis rechnergestützte Modelle der
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Liquorumgebung im klinischen Alltag Einzug halten, sind wir dennoch überzeugt,

dass dies letztlich nur eine Frage der Zeit ist.
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Nomenclature

Abbreviations

ALE Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian

AMG Algebraic Multigrid

BC Boundary Condition

CFD Computational Fluid Dynamics

CNS Central Nervous System

ChP Choroid Plexus

CSF Cerebrospinal Fluid System

CSPAMM Complementary Spatial Magnetization Modulation

CT Computed Tomography

ECG Electrocardiogram

FEM Finite Element Method

FVM Finite Volume Method

HARP Harmonic Phase

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging

NURBS Non-Uniform Rational B-Splines

PISO Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operators

SAS Subarachnoid Space

SIMPLEC Semi Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations - Consistent

SSS Superior Sagittal Sinus

Symbols

C Compliance

D Diameter

Im Imaginary part of a complex number

Jo Bessel function of 1st kind and 0 order

Ji Bessel function of 1st kind and 1st order

T Period; Tesla
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TE Echo time

TR Repetition time

R Radius

Ro Outflow resistance

Re Reynolds number; Real part of a complex number

S Weighted sum

V Volume

d Distance

f Frequency; Function

i Index; Square root of -1

j Index

k Amplitude of pressure gradient

m Mass flux

P Pressure; Weight parameter

r Radial location

t Time

u Velocity

x, y, z Spatial location

a Womersley parameter

H Dynamic viscosity

v Kinematic viscosity

P Density

CD Angular frequency
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1 Introduction

The cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is contained within the cerebral ventricles and surrounds

the brain and the spinal cord. Next to protecting the brain against mechanical impact,

the CSF has a variety of functions that are vital to the central nervous system (CNS).

These functions are explained in section 2 of this chapter. When they are not carried

out properly, pathologies that are potentially lethal arise. Conversely, certain disorders

may cause the CSF system to malfunction. This is detailed in section 3. In order to

better understand the physiology of the cerebrospinal fluid space, to plan interventions

and to simulate drug delivery, models of the CSF system are indispensable.

Considerations on the modeling process are described in section 4, whereas the

evolution of existing models is treated in chapter 2.1.1.

1.1 Historical Background

The first known mention of the cerebrospinal fluid is found in the Edwin Smith

surgical papyrus (Fig. 1), which is assumed to have been written as early as 2600 BC

and is credited to Imhotep, an Egyptian architect, priest and physician [1]. The

footnote in one of the cases described therein reads:

As for: "Smashing his skull, [and] rending open the brain of his skull, "

[it

means] the smash is large, opening to the interior of his skull, [to] the

membrane enveloping his brain, so that it breaks open his fluid in the interior

ofhis head.

The writings of Herophilus of Chalcedon (335 - 280 BC) give the first clear indication

of familiarity with the cerebral ventricles [2, 3]. It took, however, almost half a

millennium until the Roman physician Galen (130 - 200 AD) gave the first description

of detailed topographical anatomy of the ventricular system - albeit with inaccuracies

concerning the third and fourth ventricles [3]. In 1504, Leonardo da Vinci was the first
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to use experimental methods, i.e. wax casts, in order to understand the configuration of

the cerebral ventricles [4]. Figure 2 shows drawings of his casts.

The cerebral aqueduct, connecting the third with the fourth ventricle, is difficult to

localize in a dissected brain without the use of hardening solutions. Franciscus Sylvius

was able to accomplish this feat in the 17th century and the aqueduct was named after

him [5]. Alexander Monro II published in his Observations on the Structure and

Function ofthe Nervous System the most accurate and detailed description of the inter¬

ventricular foramina to that date [6]. Yet he refuted the existence of any openings at

the fourth ventricle. It was François Magendie who described the median aperture of

the fourth ventricle that is known today as the foramen of Magendie [7]. Albrecht von

Haller, a Swiss anatomist and physiologist, briefly announced the existence of the two

lateral openings of the fourth ventricle in 1749 [3, 8], while Hubert von Luschka, the

German anatomist after whom the openings are named, described them in detail in

1855 [9]. The understanding of the ventricular anatomy was improved in the 20th

century by casts made from ventricles in hardened brains [10-12] and by X-ray images

of air-filled ventricles [13].

Fig. 1. Plates vi and vu of the Edwin Smith Papyrus. Rare Book Room, New York Academy
of Medicine. Source: Wikipedia.
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Fig. 2. Leonardo da Vinci's drawings of the cerebral hemispheres and ventricular wax casts.

Source: [4], p. 341.

In 1952, Felix Bloch, an alumni of ETH Zurich and at that time with Stanford

University, and Edward M. Purcell of Harvard were awarded the Nobel Prize in

Physics

For their development of new methods for nuclear magnetic precision

measurements and discoveries in connection therewith.

Their work laid the foundation for the development of magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) as it has been used since 1977 to gain insight into the human body in general

and the ventricular system in particular [14-19].

1.2 Anatomy and Physiology

1.2.1 Anatomy

The cerebrospinal fluid is contained within the cerebral ventricles, as well as in the

cerebral and spinal subarachnoid space. The ventricles are four interconnected

chambers at the center of the brain. The two lateral ventricles, each confined to one of

the two cerebral hemispheres, are connected to the third ventricle via the foramina of
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Monro. The third ventricle is centered about the mid-sagittal plane inferior of the

lateral ventricles and superior of the fourth ventricle, to which it connects via the

aqueduct of Sylvius (see chapter 2.1, Fig. 1)

The ventricle volumes show a rather large inter-subject variation. The average value

is in the range of 30 to 40 ml, with the lateral ventricles' contribution exceeding 90%

[20], The average overall length of the lateral ventricles is approximately 10.5 cm. The

width from the left most part of the left ventricle to the right most part of the right

ventricle is roughly 7.5 cm [12]. The smallest gap between the left and the right

ventricle averages 0.15 cm. The average maximum width of the third ventricle is 0.55

cm and the average height 2.2 cm. The minimum diameter of the aqueduct of Sylvius

is approximately 0.15 cm, its length approximately 1.8 cm. The average maximum

width of the fourth ventricle is 1.7 cm, the height 2.9 cm.

The fourth ventricle connects to the subarachnoid space via its lateral (foramina of

Luschka) and median (foramen of Magendie) apertures. The subarachnoid space

(SAS) is the room between the pia matter and the arachnoid matter, two of the three

meninges. The remaining meningus, the dura matter, is a tough fibrous membrane that

adheres to the walls of the cranium [20]. Dura and arachnoid matter are in close

contact with only a thin layer of moisture separating them. As the pia matter outlines

the contours of the central nervous system, the room between it and the arachnoid

matter - and hence the subarachnoid space - occupies a comparatively large volume of

roughly 130 to 140 ml in the cranium and approximately 30 ml in the spine [21, 22].

The distance between arachnoid and pia matter is not constant. Places where the

distance is large are referred to as cisterns [23].

The cerebrospinal fluid is mainly produced in the choroid plexus, which is located at

the superior third and fourth ventricle walls as well as the inner walls of the lateral

ventricles. The choroid plexus is a highly vascularized modification of the pia matter

with filaments protruding towards the center of the respective ventricle and thereby

increasing the plexus surface area to an estimated 200 cm2 [20, 24]. The cerebrospinal

fluid is fed back to the blood stream mainly through the arachnoid villi, which are

predominantly connected to the superior sagittal sinus.
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1.2.2 Physiology

Secretion and Absorption

CSF is derived from the blood plasma and contains a small amount of protein, at times

blood cells, sugar, potassium, chloride and sodium. It behaves like a Newtonian fluid

with a viscosity in the range of 0.7 to 1 mPas at 37 °C [25]. The secretion of

cerebrospinal fluid at the choroid plexus amounts to approximately 1 liter per day [26].

The same amount is reabsorbed, so that the net production is zero in normal cases. In

comparison, the CSF stroke volume, defined as the volume of CSF flowing caudally in

the aqueduct of Sylvius during systole, amounts to 0.04 to 0.18ml. This is 10 to 20

times more than what is produced in the same time interval [27]. The cerebrospinal

fluid absorption in the arachnoid villi is driven by the pressure difference between CSF

in the subarachnoid space and the blood in the dural sinus [20]. The arachnoid villi act

as one-way valves, inhibiting the flow of blood into the subarachnoid space. Other

potential routes of CSF absorption, namely through the lymphatic system, are being

investigated [28].

Pulsation

Upon the steady flow of cerebrospinal fluid from the choroid plexus to the arachnoid

villi caused by the continuous CSF production, a pulsatile flow component is

superimposed. The pulsation is driven mainly by the expansion and contraction of

cerebral blood vessels. There are two competing theories on how this coupling

between the cardiac system and the CSF system takes place. The first theory assumes

that due to the rigidity of the skull and incompressibility of brain tissue, blood and

cerebrospinal fluid, the CSF has to be displaced from the cranial space in order to

make room for systolic blood entering the brain (Monro-Kellie doctrine [29]). During

diastole, the blood content in the brain decreases and cerebrospinal fluid can move

back into its cranial spaces. The second theory assumes that the choroid plexus

pulsates in rhythm with the cardiac cycle and thereby displaces CSF from the

ventricles during systole and makes room for CSF to flow back into the ventricles

during diastole. The first of these two theories has a broader following [27, 30-33] than

the second one initially proposed by Bering in 1955 [34] and supported by some
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groups recently [35, 36]. While it cannot be ruled out that both choroid plexus

expansion and brain motion are mutually responsible, further research is necessary to

determine with certainty the origin of CSF pulsation.

Next to the cardiac cycle, the respiratory system also influences CSF pulsation [37,

38]. Respiration primarily affects the flow in the spinal cerebrospinal fluid space, with

its influence relative to the cardiac component rising with increasing distance to the

cranium.

Function

Three main functions are attributed to the cerebrospinal fluid: First, it protects the

brain and the spinal cord against mechanical impact. Second, it removes metabolic

waste products. And third, it acts as a communication pathway for the neuroendocrine

system. The average adult human brain weighs roughly 1.3 to 1.4 kg. If it were not for

the cerebrospinal fluid, most of this weight would rest on the spinal cord. Through

buoyancy, this load is reduced to less than 50 g [39]. The CSF converts focally applied

external forces to pressure following the contours of the sulci and gyri, distributing

them in a uniform fashion [40]. Traumatic brain injuries result when the cushioning

effect of the cerebrospinal fluid is not sufficient either because the external force is too

strong or because there is not sufficient CSF due to a pathologic condition such as a

leak.

In most of the human body, the lymphatic system is used to collect waste products of

cell metabolism and to drain them into the blood stream. In the brain, the cerebrospinal

fluid fulfills that task. Animal studies show that next to a direct drainage into the blood

stream via the arachnoid villi, there is CSF drainage along the subarachnoid space of

the cranial nerves into the cervical lymphatic system [41].

For a long time disputed, recent research indicates that the cerebrospinal fluid is used

by the neuroendocrine system as a transport medium for hormones [42, 43]. From an

engineering point of view, this makes sense, as any point on the brain surface can be

reached via the CSF. Studies carried out within the framework of this dissertation

indicate that the peculiar shape of the third cerebral ventricle may serve the purpose of

optimized hormone transport (see chapter 4).
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1.3 Pathology

It is clear that when a functional unit as complex and as vital to the body as the

cerebrospinal fluid system malfunctions, the implications are likely to be serious.

Surgical interventions may be used in some cases to remedy mechanical failures -

always at the risk of damaging CNS tissue. Drugs may be used under some conditions

to fight infections that spread through the CSF - provided that the drugs can pass

through the blood-brain barrier or be administered directly into the cerebrospinal fluid.

This section describes four of the most common CSF pathologies and the actions that

can be taken against them. Alzheimer's disease, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease

and other conditions involving the cerebrospinal fluid, but not believed to be central to

the respective pathology, have been omitted.

1.3.1 Hydrocephalus

Condition

Hydrocephalus is the most prominent pathologic condition in conjunction with the

cerebrospinal fluid space. It is caused by an imbalance between CSF production and

absorption. Most often, the imbalance is due to reduced absorption rather than

increased production. This type of hydrocephalus is called 'obstructive' as an

obstruction in the CSF pathways hinders the cerebrospinal fluid from being absorbed.

In non-communicating hydrocephalus, the passage of CSF from the ventricles to the

subarachnoid space is blocked, e.g. by a stenosis of the aqueduct of Sylvius. In

communicating hydrocephalus, the CSF flows freely from the ventricular system to the

SAS, but is not absorbed at the same rate as it is being produced. In normal pressure

hydrocephalus (NPH), the ventricles dilate due to a production/absorption imbalance

of CSF, but the cerebrospinal fluid pressure is close to normal [44]. There are a

number of theoretical models that try to explain how NPH occurs [45-50]. Levine

gives a plausible explanation by suggesting that due to dilation, the ventricle walls

allow for passage of cerebrospinal fluid into the parenchyma where the CSF is

efficiently absorbed [50], However, there is no general agreement on this in the

medical community.
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Treatment

The most common forms of treatment for hydrocephalus are the placement of a CSF

shunt and third ventriculostomy. In patients with non-communicating hydrocephalus,

third ventriculostomy may reestablish a path between the ventricular system and the

cerebral subarachnoid space through a fenestration at the bottom of the third ventricle

[51]. The procedure is carried out with the help of an endoscope entering the brain

through a burr hole about 2.5 cm lateral to the midline and immediately anterior to the

coronal suture in the skull. The success rate of third ventriculostomy is above 75% for

adults with recent onset of non-communicating hydrocephalus. In children, it is around

50%.

CSF shunts are one-way valves that can be used for the treatment of both

communicating and non-communicating hydrocephalus. There are several types of

shunts and different ways of positioning them and their piping. The most common type

ofplacement is ventriculoperitoneal: The tip of a catheter is placed in one of the lateral

ventricles through a burr hole in the patient's skull. The catheter is connected to the

shunt placed outside the skull underneath the scalp. Another catheter is led beneath the

patient's skin from the shunt to the peritoneal space. When the cerebrospinal fluid

pressure in the ventricle exceeds the release pressure of the shunt valve, CSF will flow

into the peritoneal space where it is absorbed. There are three fundamental problems

with today's shunts: First, they tend to promote infections. Second, they tend to get

clogged, making frequent shunt revisions necessary. And third, they do not adapt to

physiological changes. Shunt-related moderate to severe complications in normal

pressure hydrocephalus occur in up to 30% of the shunted patients [52].

1.3.2 Meningitis

Condition

Meningitis can be of bacterial, viral, fungal or other, rarer, origin. In either case, the

respective pathogen invades the subarachnoid space and multiplies in the CSF. The

meninges swell due to the infection. Bacterial meningitis is generally the most

dangerous type. In the developed countries, the two types of bacteria most commonly

found in meningitis are Streptococcus pneumoniae and Neisseria meningitides. In less
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developed countries, Haemophilus influenzae type b is also prevalent [53]. The

mortality rate of bacterial meningitis is 5% to 25% if adequate treatment is initiated

immediately. Neurological impairment of varying degrees is common in the surviving

patients.

Treatment

The standard treatment for Streptococcus pneumoniae is the administration of

penicillin or cephalosporins. As the pathogen's resistance to these antibiotics continues

to evolve, vancomycin has become an important alternative [53]. However,

vancomycin does not reliably penetrate the CSF space [53, 54]. Certain other

antibiotics are also subject to this problem to the extent that intracerebroventricular

administration of the respective drug may be warranted in some cases, even though

this approach carries substantial risks of its own [55].

1.3.3 Chiari Malformation

Condition

In Chiari malformation, the caudal part of the cerebellum and/or the medulla oblongata

reach into the spinal canal, putting pressure on the spinal cord and the affected brain

tissue, as well as disrupting the cerebrospinal fluid flow. Chiari malformation is

classified into four distinct types, where the first two types are the most common. Type

I displays herniation of the cerebellar tonsils and type II exhibits herniation of the

fourth ventricle, the medulla oblongata and the caudal part of the cerebellum [56].

Type II Chiari malformation is associated with myelomeningocele, an open neural

tube defect [57]. The patients usually suffer from severe headaches and may have

impairment of the senses as well as balance problems. Some patients also develop

syringomyelia (see below).

Treatment

Surgical treatment of Chiari malformation is recommended for patients with

progressive neurological symptoms, the aim of the procedure being the stabilization of

the pre-operative neurological status and the relief of symptoms due to the

compression of the brain stem [58]. No other form of treatment exists. There are
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several approaches to the surgical intervention. Klekamp et al. name decompression of

the foramen magnum with a small craniectomy, establishment of CSF flow from the

fourth ventricle into the cisterna magna and the cervical spinal canal as well as dura

grafting as the procedures of choice for type I Chiari malformation [59].

1.3.4 Syringomyelia

Condition

The name 'syringomyelia' stands for various conditions characterized by the presence

of pathological fluid-filled cavities (syringes) within the spinal cord [60]. About half

of the patients with syringomyelia suffer from Chiari malformation and a quarter have

had a spinal cord injury or arachnoiditis, an inflammation of the arachnoid matter,

prior to the onset of the condition [61, 62]. When the cerebrospinal fluid outflow from

the fourth ventricle is obstructed, communicating central canal syringes - one of the

five different types of Syringomyelia - may develop. This is often observed in patients

with type II Chiari malformation. Non-communicating central canal syringes are

associated, among other conditions, with type I Chiari malformation. Syringomyelia

due to spinal cord injuries is generally non-communicating and does not involve the

central canal. It develops between three months and several years after the injury [61].

The symptoms, which include pain and sensory loss, get worse gradually and may

include loss of motor control.

Treatment

Surgery is generally recommended unless the patient shows no symptoms. In

association with Chiari malformation, the goal of the surgery is to create more space in

order to allow for an unobstructed flow of cerebrospinal fluid. Syringomyelia due to

spinal cord injury are more difficult to treat and the treatment results are often

unsatisfactory [61]. In cases where it is not possible to surgically reverse the

anatomical abnormalities that lead to the formation of syringes, Brodbelt and Stoodley

recommend the use of syringopleural shunts to continuously drain the syrinx fluid

[61].
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1.4 Modeling the Cerebrospinal Fluid System

The American Heritage Dictionary defines 'model' as

A schematic description ofa system, theory, orphenomenon that accountsfor

its known or inferred properties and may be used for further study of its

characteristics [...] [63].

Attempts to model the cerebrospinal fluid system date back to the 18l century, when

Monro published its first mathematical description [6]. He used a single compartment

lumped parameter model which was extended throughout the years by other

researchers. A general description of existing models is given in chapter 2.1.1.

1.4.1 Motivation

The pressure in the cerebrospinal fluid space is above atmospheric pressure and above

the blood pressure within the superior sagittal sinus, the primary absorption site for

CSF. Any physical access to this space results in CSF pressure loss and changes

thereby the dynamics of cerebrospinal fluid flow. Therefore, it is very difficult to

accurately measure parameters of CSF dynamics with invasive techniques.

Additionally, interventions involving the central nervous system can be rather

dangerous and should be avoided whenever possible. Since the advent of magnetic

resonance imaging, some CSF flow parameters can be accessed non-invasively. E.g.

flow velocities and stroke volume within the aqueduct of Sylvius can be measured

reliably on high-field clinical MRI systems. Also, CSF flow within the spinal canal

can be quantified quite accurately. However, in parts of the cerebrospinal fluid space

that exhibit complex three-dimensional transient flow structures with large velocity

gradients, such as in the third ventricle, current MRI technology reaches its limits. This

is where models can help determine the yet inaccessible parameters.

Improvement ofthe Understanding ofCSF Physiology

Before successful treatments for pathologies involving the CSF space can be devised,

the cerebrospinal fluid system with its intricate interactions with the cardiovascular

and central nervous system have to be understood. As seen in section two of this

chapter, it is yet unclear if the widely accepted route of CSF absorption through the
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arachnoid villi stands out among other absorption pathways as often suggested. Is

there an important communication between the lymphatic system and the CSF?

The community agrees that cerebrospinal fluid pulsation is linked to both the

cardiovascular system and the respiratory system. Yet the exact workings of this

connection are not clear. Is it the subarachnoid space that gets compressed during

systole due to the expansion of the brain vasculature, thereby accelerating the CSF? Or

do the ventricles get compressed? Or does the choroid plexus expand, as some

researchers believe?

With respect to the neuroendocrine system, very little is known about the role of the

cerebrospinal fluid. Until recently, pineal gland hormones found in the CSF were

assumed to have been transported there exclusively through the cardiovascular system.

Now we know that they are also released into the third ventricle. Why are both blood

and CSF used to transport neuroendocrine substances? How does the intricate shape of

the third ventricle affect the transport of hormones?

The above questions are only a fraction of what could be asked, of what is not clear

with respect to the physiology of the CSF space. We need models to answer them.

Optimization ofDrug Delivery

As mentioned in chapter 1.3.2, intracerebroventricular administration of antibiotics

may be warranted in certain situations. Morphine for the management of pain in

terminal stage cancer patients and chemotherapeutic agents for the treatment of

primary central nervous system lymphoma are under certain circumstances

administered through the CSF [64, 65]. Several studies investigating the

intraventricular administration of nerve growth factor for the treatment of Alzheimer's

disease have been carried out - some of them in human patients [66, 67]. This form of

application shows certain benefits compared to systemic delivery, but currently, the

risks outweigh the benefits. Accurate drug dosage is crucial, especially in the case of

chemotherapy, due to potentially lethal toxic effects of the drug. The speed of drug

distribution and, hence, of the local drug concentration, depends on the dynamics of

CSF flow in the individual patient. Patient-specific models have the potential to

predict drug distribution and could be used to find the optimal dosage for each patient.
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Pre-Interventional Planning

The outcome of surgical interventions in general and of neurosurgical procedures in

particular is highly dependent on the experience of the operating surgeon [68-72]. Due

to the lack of adequate phantoms, a good part of the surgical training is done on the

job, which is not to the benefit of the patient being operated on at the time. Similarly,

the amount and depth of planning carried out by experienced surgeons to, e.g., perform

a decompressive intervention in Chari malformation, leaves room for quite a bit of

improvement. Today, the right tools that would make such planning possible do not

exist in a clinically usable form. Models of the CSF space and the CNS are needed in

order to develop them.

Shunt placement for the treatment of obstructive hydrocephalus is a prime example

of how a computer model could improve surgical outcome: Through the acquisition of

the patient's CSF space anatomy, localization of the obstruction and identification of

the governing flow parameters, the effect of shunt placement on cerebrospinal fluid

pressure and flow could be calculated. The optimal type of shunt, release pressure and

catheter location could be determined.

Development ofBiomedical Devices

A model of the CSF space in the form of a computer simulation environment is not

only of interest to surgeons and medical students, but also to the manufacturers of

biomedical devices such as shunts and CSF access ports. Shunt development in

particular would benefit greatly from such a simulation platform.

Shunt placement and shunt revisions are the most commonly performed pediatric

neurosurgical operations [73]. The first shunt was introduced by Nulsen and Spitz in

1952 [74]. Yet after more than 50 years of evolution, 40% of the shunts still fail within

the first year of insertion [75], In addition, shunts have not evolved past the stage of

being passive one-way pressure valves - albeit with modifications such as inhibition of

siphoning and mechanisms to adjust the release pressure within limits. The ideal shunt

would not be based on a static release pressure - even if this pressure is adjustable by

the patient's health care provider. The release characteristics of the ideal shunt would

depend on the parameters of the respective patient's cerebrospinal fluid system, and

CSF drainage would be regulated by feedback control. In order to realize such a
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feedback control system, a reliable, patient-specific mathematical model of the CSF

space needs to be developed.

1.4.2 Modeling Approach

All of the applications outlined in the previous section of this chapter call for subject-

specific models of the cerebrospinal fluid space. The inter-subject variability of CSF

system anatomy is quite large, as are parameters of CSF dynamics, such as flow

velocities in the ventricular space. Consequently, it will be necessary in a first step, to

take into account the detailed anatomy of the CSF space for subject-specific models.

The level of detail may be reduced once enough experience has been gathered with the

initial model to where the effects of this simplification can be assessed.

The close interaction of the CSF space with the cardiovascular system makes it

difficult to draw boundaries between the two. Should the cerebral blood vessels be

regarded as part of the cerebrospinal fluid system? And what about the brain itself? If

CSF can seep out of the ventricle walls in normal pressure hydrocephalus and be

absorbed in the surrounding cerebral interstitial space, then the brain has to clearly be

regarded as part of the system. Further, since the CSF doesn't stay in the interstitial

space but is fed back into the cerebral venous system, it is also clear that brain

vasculature has to be seen as part of the cerebrospinal fluid system as well. It is

obvious that modeling the entire CSF space is a tremendous task that should be split

into several smaller subtasks.

Functional Units

The classification of hydrocephalus into communicating and non-communicating

hydrocephalus identifies the first two functional units that can be modeled within

separate subtasks: the ventricular space and the cranial subarachnoid space. The spinal

subarachnoid space, the brain, the spinal cord and the cranial and spinal vasculature

are the remaining functional units. The division of the complex cerebrospinal fluid

system into smaller units renders the task of model development more manageable.

However, it also introduces new pitfalls: How should the interfaces between the

different functional units be modeled?
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Mathematical Tools

Since the detailed geometry of the CSF space needs to be taken into account, a purely

analytical approach to modeling must be ruled out. Instead, a numerical approach,

possibly combined with analytical elements, should be used. Depending on the

functional unit, either solid or fluid mechanics models will be appropriate: The

ventricular space is clearly a domain of fluid mechanics, whereas the brain and the

spinal cord can be better modeled using structural mechanics. The subarachnoid space

is again a candidate for modeling with methods of numerical fluid dynamics.

However, one needs to be aware of the fact that in reality, there is no clear line

between solid and fluid mechanics in the cerebrospinal fluid space. Recalling once

more the example of CSF seepage through the ventricle walls into the surrounding

brain tissue, it is evident that the brain cannot be seen as a classical mechanical

engineering material such as steel, but that it should be treated much more like

perfused soil with techniques used in soil mechanics. Similarly, the subarachnoid

space can be regarded as a porous medium.

Modeling the Ventricular Space

The goal of the dissertation at hand was the modeling of one of the above mentioned

functional units - the ventricular space. From a physiological point of view, CSF

dynamics in the ventricles are of particular interest with respect to the neuroendocrine

system, as the pineal gland, the pituitary gland and the hypothalamus are in contact

with the ventricular cerebrospinal fluid space. But also for CSF drug delivery

applications, where the respective medication is generally administered through the

ventricular space, this part of the system is rather important for the initial distribution

of the drug.

The boundaries of the ventricular system are generally well defined: The insides of

the ventricle walls separate the ventricles from the surrounding brain tissue and the

foramina of Luschka and Magendie define the border to the cranial subarachnoid

space. The choroid plexus, which separates the ventricular CSF space from the

vascular system is, from a geometric point of view, more intricate than the formerly

mentioned boundaries. From a functional point of view, however, it is sufficient to

model it in a simplified form.
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The effect of brain motion on the ventricles can be taken into account by specifying

the transient displacement of the ventricle walls. This can be done based on

assumptions as shown in chapter 2 or, much better, based on MRI brain motion scans,

as done in chapter 3.

The large surface area of the choroid plexus and the comparatively low production

rate of CSF result in cerebrospinal fluid velocities due to production that are for most

applications negligible compared to the flow caused by pulsation. Hence, the choroid

plexus can be modeled as an inlet boundary with constant mass flux into the ventricles

- or it can be neglected altogether if a short time span is simulated. The resolution of

current MRI scanners is too low to allow for the detection of the detailed choroid

plexus anatomy. Consequently, a simplified representation, e.g. the outline of the

actual structure, must be used in the model instead. Due to the lower surface area of

the simplified anatomy, the area-specific CSF production rate will be higher and must

be accepted as a limitation.

The foramina of Luschka and Magendie connect the ventricular space to the cranial

subarachnoid space. When separating the ventricles from the rest of the CSF system,

the latter's effect on the former has to be taken into account by specifying either

velocity or pressure values at the interface, i.e. at the foramina. It is currently not

possible to measure CSF pressure non-invasively. To complicate matters worse,

reliable veolcimetric MRI scans are extremely difficult to perform in the foramina of

Luschka and Magendie. Until scanner technology has advanced far enough to allow

for accurate measurements at those sites, CSF flow velocity can be measured within

the aqueduct of Sylvius and used in the model along with approximate pressure values

at the boundary to the subarachnoid space.
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2 Idealized Model of the Cerebral

Ventricular System

Abstract

A computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model of the cerebral ventricular cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) system was constructed based on a simplified geometry of the brain

ventricles and their connecting pathways. The flow is driven by a prescribed sinusoidal

motion of the third ventricle lateral walls, with all other boundaries being rigid. The

pressure propagation between the third and lateral ventricles was examined and

compared to data obtained from a similar geometry with a stenosed aqueduct. It could

be shown that the pressure amplitude in the lateral ventricles increases in the presence

of aqueduct stenosis. No difference in phase shift between the motion of the third

ventricle walls and the pressure in the lateral ventricles because of the aqueduct

stenosis could be observed. It is deduced that CFD can be used to analyze the pressure

propagation and its phase shift relative to the ventricle wall motion. It is further

deduced that only models which take in account the coupling between ventricles,

which feature a representation of the original geometry that is as accurate as possible

and which represent the ventricle boundary motion realistically, should be used to

make quantitative statements on flow and pressure in the ventricular space.

2.1 Introduction

The cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) is contained within and surrounds the brain and spinal

cord [1]. It suspends the brain through its buoyancy force and protects it from impact

on the cranial vault walls in cases of sudden head motion. The CSF further serves as

an intermediary between blood and nervous tissue, providing the latter with nutrients

and removing waste products.

Within the skull, the cerebrospinal fluid is enclosed in the ventricles and the sub¬

arachnoid space [1]. The ventricles are four cavities interconnected by pathways. The
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two lateral ventricles are situated within the cerebral hemispheres. They communicate

by way of the foramina of Monro with the third ventricle located in the median sagittal

plane of the cerebrum. The fourth ventricle is connected to the third through the

aqueduct of Sylvius (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Schematic median sagittal cut of the human brain displaying CSF circulation. Arrows

indicate flow direction. L; lateral ventricles, Mo: foramen of Monro, HI: 3rd ventricle, Aq:
aqueduct of Sylvius, IV: 4th ventricle, A: arachnoid villi, C: cerebellomedullary cistern, ChP:

choroid plexus of lateral ventricles, S: superior sagittal sinus. Based on: Putz/Pabst: Sobotta,
Atlas der Anatomie des Menschen, 21th ed. 2000. © Elsevier, Urban & Fischer München.

CSF is secreted from the bloodstream mainly in the choroid plexus of the brain

ventricles at a rate of approximately 0.7 ml/min [2]. A pulsatile motion, governed

primarily by the cardiac cycle, is superimposed upon the steady flow caused by the

CSF production; the interaction between the cardiovascular and the CSF systems is not

fully understood. Traditionally, it was accepted that the CSF is drained mainly through

the arachnoid villus system in the superior sagittal sinus [1]. More recent research,

however, indicates transport through the brain extracellular space to the blood-stream

[3]. RISA (radioiodinated serum albumin) cisternography observations initially

indicated that the third ventricle functions as the sole CSF pump, its lateral walls being

compressed due to the displacement of the thalami caused by systolic arterial blood

flow [4]. This is, however, not in accordance with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
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measurements which portend a more complex deformation of the brain being the

source of the CSF pulsation [5].

Due to the involvement of the central nervous system, pathologic conditions of the

cerebrospinal fluid space are usually of a critical nature. Hydrocephalus - an abnormal

accumulation of CSF in the brain - is the most prominent of a number of such

conditions. Left untreated, it is fatal in most cases. Predominantly, hydrocephalus is

treated by surgical placement of a shunt through which the excess fluid is drained from

the brain to the abdominal cavity or another suitable place in the body wherefrom it is

absorbed. Shunting itself carries substantial risks. In the case of normal pressure

hydrocephalus (NPH) - one of several types of hydrocephalus - the total rate of post¬

surgical complications is around 30-50% with death or severe residual morbidity in 6-

8% of the shunted patients [6]. Substantial improvement after shunting occurs in about

30-50% of idiopathic cases (i.e. the cause of NPH is not known) and 50-70% of

secondary cases. There is, consequently, a need to assess which patients are likely to

profit from shunting and for which the risks of the procedure outweigh the possible

benefits. Furthermore, there is a need for intelligent shunts that can adjust themselves

dynamically to different operating conditions and thereby reduce the number of shunt

revisions a patient has to undergo.

In order to fulfill these needs, we have to improve our understanding of the CSF

system. For this purpose, computer models can be of invaluable help. They can also be

a basis for patient assessment and intervention planning, where the computer model

could, e.g., be used to help the medical interventionist decide whether a patient should

be shunted and what kind of shunt should be used.

2.1.1 Existing Models of the CSF Space

Monro published the first mathematical description ofthe CSF system at the end of the

18th century [7]. It was a single compartment lumped parameter model which was

extended throughout the years by other researchers. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the

general idea of this model type. The CSF is considered to be present in a single

compartment of volume V(t) with space-averaged pressure p(t), both a function of

time t.
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The pressure-volume relationship is given by the compliance C, which is defined as

c=f- <>

By neglecting the spatial distribution of inflow and outflow to and from the CSF

system, the single compartment model can be described by

C^>f =^N')-<(0)> (2)

where m represents mass flux, p the fluid density, and the indices i and o stand for

"in" and "out", respectively. The fluid is considered incompressible, thus p is constant.

In general, the influx is considered to be invariant and known, since the intracranial

pressure (ICP) affects the CSF production rate only slightly [1]. The outflow is often

modeled using Eq. (3),

<=^{p{t)-Pe{t))> (3)

where Ra is a lumped resistance to the outflow of CSF from the compartment and pe

is the external pressure. A detailed review of lumped parameter models of the CSF

system can be found in [8].

mJ ( V(t), P(t), C(P) \ mo
>< > Pe

Ro

Fig. 2. Schematic of a general single compartment model.

In 1987, Nagashima and coworkers published a two-dimensional finite-element model

based on the theory of consolidation developed by Biot in 1941, regarding the brain as

a fluid-filled, porous-elastic medium [9, 10]. By using computed tomography (CT)

scans of hydrocephalic brains, they were able to include the effects of the system

geometry into their calculations - a fundamental advantage over compartment models.
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One of the most important problems that Nagashima et al. as well as other researchers

that adopted their approach have been facing is the lack of accurate material data for

brain tissue, with the most sensitive parameter being Poisson's ratio [11].

In contrast to the modeling approaches described before, computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) models of the cerebrospinal fluid system are sparse. Jacobson and

coworkers were, to the best of our knowledge, the first to use CFD to model the CSF

flow in a certain part of the CSF system [12, 13]. In their 1999 publication, they

approximated the geometry of the aqueduct of Sylvius based on published anatomic

data [14], introduced a transient pressure boundary condition at the inlet to simulate

the pulsatile flow and solved the system using a computational technique. Loth et al.

investigated the CSF motion within the spinal cavity using a linearized Navier-Stokes

model based on MRI flow rate measurements and on simplified slices of the Visible

Man's spinal cavity [15, 16]. Fin and Grebe set up a finite difference model to

investigate the flow in the aqueduct using a 3D geometry obtained from MRI, taking

in account the interaction with the surrounding tissue [17].

Compartment models have improved our understanding of the CSF system. They

have, however, also reached a point where their fundamental limitations such as the

incapability to calculate local stress and strain distributions make it necessary to

replace them by more sophisticated and comprehensive models. Image based

numerical methods with emphasis on brain mechanics as introduced by Nagashima

have the potential to be their successors, but they are hampered by the very limited

availability of accurate material data and boundary conditions. The first problem is

being addressed by a number of groups who are continuously improving the

understanding of brain mechanics [18], whereas for the second no promising solution

is in sight. This can be attributed to our limited understanding of the complex

physiology of the CSF system. Consequently, we need to evaluate the extent and the

accuracy of our existing knowledge and apply it towards a model that can help us

expand our understanding. Advances in MRI have made it possible to capture

significant parts of the geometry of the CSF system, such as the ventricles and their

connecting pathways. Thus, the possibility exists to set up a CFD model of the

ventricular space based on accurate geometric information. If the motion of the
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ventricle walls and the CSF velocity at the interfaces to the rest of the system are

prescribed, material properties of the surrounding tissue do not have to be known in

order to calculate the flow field inside the domain. However, currently, there is no

quantitative data available on the motion of the ventricle walls. Even when the above

hindrances are assumed to be adequately covered, CFD calculations based on accurate

ventricular geometry are not straightforward due to the complex shape of the domain.

Consequently, calculations should be validated; the golden standard would be in vivo

CSF velocimetry. This is - to a smaller degree - also the case, if the geometrically

accurate representation is used to obtain qualitative information on the flow. However,

if the wall motion is artificial, there is generally no reference system on which the

results can be verified.

In the present study, an idealized geometry of the ventricular space and artificial

ventricle boundary motion were used to obtain qualitative data on the pressure and

flow patterns in the ventricular system. As this is one of the very first reported efforts

to model the CSF space and behavior as a full 3D system, driven in a realistic manner

by ventricular wall motions, we believe that there is great benefit to examine an

idealized geometry and driving motion: this way we maintain all of the modeling and

fluid mechanics complexity while excluding the intricacies that the anatomically

accurate domain would introduce. Therefore, patterns can be identified much easier

and conjectures on the influence of certain relevant parameters can be confirmed or

refuted more effectively, at least in a quantitative manner. The results of this study can

be used as a basis for future CFD models that rely on an accurate representation of the

ventricular space.

2.2 Methods

The pressure dynamics in an idealized normal ventricular system and in one with

aqueduct stenosis were analyzed and compared to each other. In contrast to previous

studies, all four ventricles and their connecting pathways were taken into account in

three dimensions (Fig. 3). This choice of the system boundary reduces the number of

inflow and outflow boundary conditions, to one. The system constructed and

computed is an idealization of the real ventricular space, whose geometry is shown in
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Fig. 4. However, all basic parameters of the real ventricular space are maintained and

this idealization encompasses the main features affecting its fluid dynamical behavior.

We believe this to be a prerequisite for the detailed analysis of flow and pressure

phenomena, due to the strong interaction of the involved structures. Furthermore, the

pulsatile motion of the CSF was modeled indirectly through the specification of the

third ventricle wall movement. This approach substitutes essentially unknown pressure

boundary conditions with boundary movements that can be measured using MRI [19,

20].

/ V

1- Fo

Fig. 3. Ventricular geometry with finite-volume mesh in the absence of aqueduct stenosis, a

Side view, b bottom view and c perspective view. L: lateral ventricle, Mo: foramen of Monro,
III: 3rd ventricle, Aq: aqueduct of Sylvius, IV: 4th ventricle, Fo: representation of the

foramina of Luschka and Magendie
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2.2.1 Geometry and Boundary Conditions

An unstructured finite-volume mesh consisting of 297,000 cells was used to define a

representation of the normal ventricular geometry (Fig. 3). The aqueduct of Sylvius

was meshed using hexahedral cells, the rest of the geometry using tetrahedra. A

second mesh was utilized to define the stenosed ventricular system. To ensure grid

independence of the solution, the initial grid was refined using the pressure

distribution obtained with it, i.e. the grid was refined more in regions with high

pressure gradient and less in regions with low gradient. The calculations were rerun

and another grid refinement was performed based on the new results. Finally, the

entire process was repeated with a different initial grid. All but the lateral walls of the

third ventricle are modeled as rigid with non-slip boundary conditions. The only inlet

or outlet, respectively, is at the bottom end of the extension of the fourth ventricle,

representing the foramina of Luschka and Magendie. It features a constant pressure

boundary condition.

Fig. 4. Rendering of a ventricular system segmented from in-vivo MRI data.
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The CSF within the ventricles is given the material properties of water [21]. It is

driven by the third ventricle whose lateral walls describe a sinusoidal oscillatory

motion perpendicular to and symmetrical about the median sagittal plane. This motion

is governed by

d(r,t) = fl^±sm(^2x), (6)

where d is displacement, r is the distance from the center of the third ventricle

projected to its latter wall, t is time, h is the ventricle width, R is the radius from the

lateral wall center to the edge of the foramen of Monro, T is the period and f is the

maximum displacement relative to h/2. Since no quantitative data exist on the actual

movement of the ventricular walls, this sinusoidal motion was chosen for the sake of

simplicity. The dimensions used, h = 1.5mm and R = 6.5mm, were obtained from a

ventricular cast of an adult cadaver. The time period of the oscillation was taken to be,

implying that the CSF motion is governed by the cardiac cycle. Other driving forces,

most importantly respiration, are neglected. The factor f was assigned a value of 0.05.

This choice ensures maximum Reynolds numbers in the order of 10 in the aqueduct of

Sylvius, which is in agreement with MRI measurements [2, 14]. We should note that

although stenotic Reynolds numbers even of this small magnitude are often connected

with transitional phenomena, careful grid independence studies showed no indications

of such occurrences in this case.

Fig. 5. Aqueduct of Sylvius, center section. Left: normal aqueduct. Right: stenosed aqueduct
with a 25% smaller cross-sectional area halfway between the third and the fourth ventricle.
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Figure 5 shows the middle section of the aqueduct in both the regular and the stenosed

case. In the latter, the cross-sectional area is reduced by an arbitrary value of 25%. All

other regions are identical. The stenosed system is used to find out in how far the

current modeling approach can capture effects caused by the stenosis. As an aqueduct

stenosis can be the cause of hydrocephalus, it is important that its effects are captured

in models that are used to devise intelligent shunts.

2.2.2 Calculations

The cerebrospinal fluid can be regarded as an incompressible medium. Therefore,

using Einstein's summation convention, the continuity equation reads

where u is velocity and x is position. In the observed timeframe of a few seconds,

viscosity changes are negligible. If, further, the CSF is regarded as a Newtonian fluid

and body forces such as gravity are neglected, the Navier-Stokes equation can be

written as

du, dp
,

d2uj

where t is time, p is density, p is pressure and p is dynamic viscosity. Equations (7)

and (8) were solved numerically under the boundary conditions described earlier using

the finite-volume CFD code CFD-ACE(U) by CFD Research Corporation, Huntsville,

Alabama. It was chosen among a number of commercial packages for the transparency

of its calculations. Second order of accuracy in space and time along with an implicit

Algebraic Multigrid scheme and the SIMPLEC pressure correction method constitute

elements of the solution methodology [22, 23]. Transient calculations over four

cardiac cycles with periods of Is using a step size of 0.01s were performed using an

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation on an unstructured grid with partial

pre-specified boundary node motion [24]. Transient oscillations resulting from a zero
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velocity and zero relative pressure initial condition died away during the first cycle.

Only the data of the third cycle were evaluated.

2.3 Results

The pressure in the lateral ventricles was monitored over time in both the normal and

the stenosed cases. Figure 6 shows one period of the cardiac cycle. The horizontal axis

indicates time, the vertical axis normalized pressure in the lateral ventricles as well as

displacement and velocity of the third ventricle lateral walls, respectively.

The pressure follows a sinusoidal pattern with the same frequency as the third

ventricle motion, trailing the latter with a phase shift of n/4. Therefore, the highest

pressures are reached in the lateral ventricles when the third ventricle's rate of

displacement is the highest. This is not surprising, given that the CSF is not

compressible and the ventricle walls are modeled to be stiff. In the real CSF system,

the pressure change is expected to lag behind the third ventricle velocity due to the

flexibility of the walls.
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Fig. 6. Pressure variation in the lateral ventricles in dependence of the third ventricle

displacement and velocity. The graphs apply to both the ventricular system with and without

aqueduct stenosis.
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The graphs in Fig. 6 apply to both the stenosed system and to the normal one, which

means that neither the frequency nor the phase of the pressure dynamics are affected

by the stenosis. A real ventricular system is not thought to display variation of the

frequency, either, since the oscillation is driven mainly by the cardiac cycle. It is,

however, expected to feature a phase shift between the stenosed and normal case. This

is due to the fact that the surrounding tissue will demonstrate a stiffer behavior when it

is deformed faster, as it will in the stenosed system owing to higher pressure

amplitudes [25].

The images in Fig. 7 show pressure distribution and streamlines at different times in

the median sagittal plane of the third ventricle in the case without stenosis. For the

sake of readability, the pressure color-coding is chosen differently for each point in

time. Similar flow fields were obtained in the presence of aqueduct stenosis.

t = 0 t = 0.25

t = 0.5 t = 0.75

Fig. 7. Streamlines and pressure distribution in median sagittal plane of third ventricle at

times a t = 0 [s/s], b t = 0.25 [s/s], c t = 0.5 [s/s] and d t = 0.75 [s/s] in absence of aqueduct
stenosis.
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The main difference between the model with and without stenosis lies in the amplitude

of the intraventricular pressure. In the present configuration with aqueduct cross-

sectional area reduced by 25%, a maximum relative pressure increase of 8.9% was

observed (Fig. 8). The pressure increase is expected to also occur in a real ventricular

system, even though it will be smaller due to the system's elasticity. Hence, aqueduct

stenosis might not only indirectly damage the ventricular walls through the

development of hydrocephalus, but also directly through increased amplitude of the

CSF pressure oscillation. This shows that single ventricles or pathways should in

general not be modeled detached from the remainder of the system.

The stenosis also led to increased velocity in the aqueduct (Fig. 9). At the smallest

cross section, the maximum velocity increased by 30% and the Reynolds number by

approximately 13%. Velocities in the foramina of Monro were in either case virtually

zero, which is in agreement with du Boulay's findings [4].

0.4 0.6

Time [s/s]

Fig. 8. Average pressure in the lateral ventricles over the course of one cycle, both in case

with and without aqueduct stenosis.
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Fig. 9. Maximum axial velocity in the aqueduct of Sylvius midway between the third and the

fourth ventricle. One cycle for both the stenosed and the regular system is depicted.

2.4 Discussion

The assumptions and approximations underlying the current model vary in the degree

of restriction they impose on the usefulness of the results obtained with it: First, CSF

production is not accounted for. Second, it is not entirely clear how accurate the

assumption of constant pressure at the foramina of Luschka and Magendie is. Third,

the geometry of the flow domain is an approximation. Fourth, the motion prescribed to

the third ventricle is not based on measurements. And finally, the domain boundaries

are modeled to be rigid.

The first two approximations are well founded: CSF production can be neglected if a

time frame of only a few cardiac cycles' duration is considered. The amount of CSF

produced during one cycle amounts to roughly 0.03% of the overall ventricular

volume and to about 5% of the stroke volume [2, 26, 27].

According to du Boulay, pressure variations in the cranial CSF space are mainly

governed by the oscillation ofthe third ventricle [4]. The basal and cerebellomedullary

cisterns, which also experience oscillation through the expansion of the brain during

systole, contribute clearly less to the cranial CSF driving force, so that constant
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pressure within them and hence at the foramina of Luschka and Magendie can be

assumed as a first approximation.

The latter three assumptions indicate that valuable qualitative information on flow

and pressure patterns in the ventricular space can be obtained from this model, but that

it should not be used to make quantitative statements: Local flow phenomena can be

strongly influenced by variations of local flow domain geometry. Therefore, the

approximation of the shape of the ventricular space will limit the significance of

quantitative data obtained and will not allow for the study of wall shear stress

distributions and mixing effects.

There is currently no sufficient data available that would allow an exact modeling of

the ventricle boundary movement along the lines of current clinical studies, which

propose that the entire ventricular space is involved in the pumping of CSF [2]. It is

clear that the prescribed artificial motion will generate a flow field that differs from the

real one and, therefore, quantitative statements should be avoided. However, this

artificial boundary motion is only ofminor importance to the general assessment of the

model, and it complies with earlier findings [4].

The assumption of rigid walls inevitably leads to increased pressure peaks. It further

changes phase shift patterns that could otherwise be used to analyze the state of the

system.

2.5 Conclusions

The model presented in this paper takes into account, for the first time in a fluid

dynamics-consistent manner, the coupling of all four ventricles and their connecting

pathways. The choice of system boundaries reduces the number of difficultly

determinable boundary conditions to one and allows for the qualitative examination of

the effects of the ventricle pumping motion on the pressure dynamics in the ventricular

space.

The dependence of the pressure amplitude in the lateral ventricles on the state of the

aqueduct of Sylvius illustrates the importance of both an accurate geometrical

representation of the modeled space and the correct treatment of the ventricle walls. If

only approximations and idealizations are used, quantitative statements on e.g.
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absolute peak pressures in case of aqueduct stenosis should be avoided, since they will

generally not correspond to the values in a real system.

The assumption of rigid ventricle walls does not allow for the reproduction of phase

shifts between the pumping motion and the pressure propagation into the lateral

ventricles, as they would occur in reality. In order to study those, either the motion of

the entire ventricular wall has to be prescribed based on measurements, or the

surrounding tissue has to be modeled correctly.

It is not advisable to model parts of the CSF space removed from the rest of the

system. Detailed boundary conditions, e.g. time and space variant pressures at inlets,

cannot make up for the lack of coupling with the other elements, possibly introducing

serious errors that cannot be readily identified.
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3 Investigation of Flow in the

Third Cerebral Ventricle and

the Aqueduct of Sylvius

Abstract

The cerebrospinal fluid flow in the third ventricle of the brain and the aqueduct of

Sylvius was studied using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) based on subject-

specific boundary conditions derived from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans.

The flow domain geometry was reconstructed from anatomical MRI scans by manual

image segmentation. The movement of the domain boundary was derived from MRI

brain motion scans. Velocimetric MRI scans were used to reconstruct the velocity field

at the inferior end of the aqueduct of Sylvius based on the theory of pulsatile flow in

pipes. A constant pressure boundary condition was assigned at the foramina of Monro.

Three main flow features were observed: a fluid jet emerging from the aqueduct of

Sylvius, a moderately mobile recirculation zone above the jet and a mobile

recirculation below the jet. The flow in the entire domain was laminar with a

maximum Reynolds number of 340 in the aqueduct. The findings demonstrate that by

combining MRI scans and CFD simulations, subject-specific detailed quantitative

information of the flow field in the third ventricle and the aqueduct of Sylvius can be

obtained.

3.1 Introduction

In the 18th century, Monro published the first mathematical description of the

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) system [1]. His single compartment lumped parameter

model was extended throughout the years by other researchers in order to better

capture the pressure dynamics of the CSF and the volume dynamics of its cerebral

compartments. Sivaloganathan et al. give a detailed review of such lumped parameter

models [2].
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The desire to better understand and treat disorders of the CSF space, such as

hydrocephalus, has introduced novel models based on computational fluid dynamics

(CFD) simulations and numerical structural mechanics. With the sharp rise of

computer power and the fall of hardware costs over the last decade, it has become

possible to build these models on real, albeit simplified anatomical geometries [3-5].

As opposed to lumped parameter models, these novel representations yield the spatial

distribution of CSF pressure and velocity.

In order to accurately capture the widest possible range of effects of the domain

geometry on the CSF flow, in-vivo brain anatomy data is indispensable. This data can

be acquired using magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Fin et al. are currently, to the

best of our knowledge, the only group to have published a three-dimensional CFD

model of a part of the intracranial CSF system (the aqueduct of Sylvius) based on MRI

anatomy scans [6].

Unlike the cardiac system, there is no dedicated pump, such as the heart, that directly

drives the CSF flow. The cerebrospinal fluid is propelled in a pulsatile manner,

primarily due to brain motion caused by the expansion and contraction of cerebral

blood vessels. Superimposed on this motion is flow generated by the secretion of CSF

by the choroid plexus in the ventricles at the center of the brain and cerebrospinal fluid

absorption, predominantly at the arachnoid villi in the subarachnoid space that

surrounds the brain [7]. Additional drainage into the blood-stream is purported to

occur through the cerebral extracellular space [8].

In the present work, we used anatomic MRI scans to capture the geometry of the

third ventricle and the aqueduct of Sylvius of a healthy volunteer. This domain served

as the base for the subsequent CFD calculations. MRI was also used to measure brain

motion, from which the displacement in feet-head direction of the aqueductal and third

ventricular walls was calculated. A third set of MRI scans provided the CSF flow

velocity at the inferior end of the aqueduct of Sylvius. The data from these last two

sets of scans served as boundary conditions for the CFD calculations. The use of MRI

for the acquisition ofboundary conditions for CFD simulations of the ventricular space

is novel, as is the anatomically correct treatment of the third ventricle in three spatial

dimensions using CFD.
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 MRI Anatomy Data Acquisition and Processing

Structural MR imaging to define the ventricle and aqueduct boundaries consisted of a

strongly T2-weighted, 3D, turbo spin-echo sequence [9] performed on a 27 year old

healthy male volunteer, on a high-field clinical imaging system (Philips Achieva 3T,

Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands).1 The imaging parameters were:

repetition time (TR) = 2325 ms, echo time (TE) =160 ms, number of signal averages

= 1 and echo train length of 36 echoes, covering a field-of-view of 23 x 18-23 x 11.36

cm with an acquisition matrix of 512 x 178 - 213 x 142 interpolated to 1024 x 1024 x

284, giving a reconstructed image resolution of 0.22 x 0.22 x 0.4 mm, which is higher

than the physical resolution.

Thr

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

I îme [sj

Fig.l. a Drawing of the ventricular space in a human brain. Thr: third ventricle, Aq: aqueduct
of Sylvius. (Based on Putz/Pabst: Sobotta, Atlas der Anatomie des Menschen, 20th ed. ©

Elsevier GmbH, Urban & Fischer Verlag.) b CSF mass flow rate in grams per second through
the aqueduct of Sylvius during one cardiac cycle based on velocimetric MRI measurements.

Positive values indicate cranial flow direction. Ri: first flow reversal, R2: second flow

reversal.

To accommodate for the slight anisotropy in the spatial resolution of imaging data and

to diminish partial volume effects due to the relatively large true voxel size, the

sequence was performed three times, each acquisition in a different cardinal

orientation. These three data sets were aligned by minimizing the Euclidean distance

between similar gray values. The registration was further enhanced using a quasi¬

Newton optimizer [10] and the datasets were merged using Lanczos interpolation [11].

The MRI acquisition was carried out by Dr. Paul Summers at the Institute ofNeuroradiology, University
Hospital Zurich.
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The third ventricle and the aqueduct of Sylvius were manually segmented and the

voxel-based 3D representation obtained was converted to NURBS surfaces (non¬

uniform rational B-spline). This approach ensured adequate smoothing of the domain

surface which is necessary for the generation of a high-quality computational grid.

Fig. 2. Left: Rendering of the treated domain - third ventricle and aqueduct of Sylvius - with

lines indicating the position of the section planes Si, S2 and S3. Right: Cross-sections of the

third ventricle within the section planes. The arrows indicate the data sampling direction for

the grid, time-step and period independence studies. Orientation of the cross-sections

designated by a: anterior, p: posterior, 1: left, r: right, f: feet, h: head.

3.2.2 MRI Brain Motion Data Acquisition and Processing

For measurement of the brain tissue displacement, the aforementioned volunteer was

scanned with a complementary spatial magnetization modulation (CSPAMM)

prepared sequence [12] .In such tagging studies, the magnetization established within

the body is sinusoidally modulated along one (or more) of the image axes prior to

image acquisition. This produces a regularly spaced series of saturated lines in the

image which serve as landmarks. The spacing and position of the lines in images made

at different delays after tagging follow the displacement of tissue during the delay.

Thus, tracking the lines throughout the cardiac cycle using a series of images reveals

the brain motion information.

2
The MRI acquisition was carried out by Michaela Söllinger at the Institute for Biomedical Engineering, UZH

and ETH Zurich.
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Fig. 3. Reproducibility of feet-head brain motion data in the mid-sagittal plane obtained using
CSPAMM and HARP. The MRI image (top left) shows the measurement locations. I: corpus

callosum, frontal, II: frontal lobe, III: cerebellum, a: corpus callosum, central, b: corpus

callosum, occipital, c: brain stem. The brain displacement at the last three locations are shown

in the graphs a, b and c for two consecutive measurements in order to assess reproducibility.
The beginning of the cardiac cycle, t = 0, where T is the cycle length, is defined to coincide

with the R-peak of the electrocardiogram (ECG).

The data were collected in a mid-sagittal slice using a tag distance of 2 mm (see Fig.

3). The scans were performed on a whole body MRI system (Intera 1.5T, Philips

Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands). Separate tag line preparation was performed

in two orthogonal in-plane directions (cranio-caudal and anterior-posterior). The

number of cardiac phases was chosen such that at least 120% of the R-R interval could

be covered to allow indirect validation of the tracking error. Reproducibility of the

measurements was assessed by two subsequent measurements on the same volunteer.
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After tag preparation, the data were acquired with a turbo field echo [9] sequence with

a turbo factor of three, TR = 8.13 ms and TE = 3.8 ms. A scan matrix of 256 x 256

pixels covering a field of 240 x 240 x 4 mm resulted in a spatial resolution of about 1

mm. The temporal resolution was 60 ms.

Cranio-caudal displacement was finally quantified using harmonic phase (HARP)

[13] post-processing, which allows the quantification of displacement values in the

order of one tenth of the spatial resolution. A circular Gaussian band pass filter was

used to extract the harmonic peaks in k-space containing the displacement information.

A shutter width of 24 pixels yielded a HARP tracking resolution of about 5.3 mm [14].

Using least-squares error minimization, a 4th order Fourier series was fit to the time-

dependent displacement data of each measured brain location. This approach allowed

to access displacement values at any point in time. Using Matlab version 7 and the

function tpaps of the Spline Toolbox version 3.1.1 (The MathWorks Inc., Natick,

MA), the spatial distribution of displacement was approximated by fitting thin-plate

smoothing splines through the measured locations. The thin-plate smoothing spline

f(x,y) is the unique minimizer of the weighted sum S, where

S = p£(4 (W;)-/(*/>>>/)) +

,, ^d&fM.^ttw) &f(*,y)\
J „, ,.

(1)

<1-'>J|-£*-+2-ä*-+*rJf*" os'sl'

X; and yi are coordinates of the measured locations and di the corresponding

displacement. The weight parameter p determines the contributions of the error

measure of Eq. 1 (summation of displacement differences) and the roughness measure.

With a p value of 0.9999, the maximum relative deviation between the measured

displacement and the value approximated by the smoothing spline was less than 1%0.

The displacement of the third ventricle and aqueduct boundaries was obtained by

evaluating the function f(x,y) for every time-step at the location of projection of each

surface grid node on the mid-sagittal plane.
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3.2.3 MRI Flow Velocity Data Acquisition and Processing

A standard phase contrast velocity mapping sequence [9] was used on the same

volunteer to acquire CSF velocity data in the aqueduct of Sylvius3. The measured

slices were chosen perpendicular to the aqueduct in its caudal part. Due to the larger

cross-section compared to the cranial part, the flow velocity of the cerebrospinal fluid

is lower and more voxels that do not suffer partial volume effects can be obtained [15].

The data were acquired with a turbo field echo read-out (turbo factor = 3), spatial scan

resolution set to 288 x 216 and reconstructed to 512 x 512, covering a field of view of

250 x 211 x 5 mm, resulting in an in-plane resolution of 0.5 x 0.5 mm. The inferior

part of the aqueduct was covered with 77 voxels. Since maximum velocity values in

the range of 5 cm/s were expected [16], the encoding velocity was set to 7 cm/s in

order to avoid phase wraps. A total of 40 cardiac phases were generated with a

temporal resolution of 26 ms. Three signal averages were used to improve the signal-

to-noise ratio.

Fig. 4. Phase contrast images of the inferior part of the aqueduct and its vicinity at

a 26ms, b 207ms c 337ms and d 1011ms ofthe cardiac cycle, where 0ms correspond to the R-

peak of the ECG. The adjacent graphs show the CSF flow profile obtained from the phase
contrast images.

The MRI acquisition was carried out by Michaela Söllinger at the Institute for Biomedical Engineering, UZH
and ETH Zurich.
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Figure 4 shows phase contrast maps of the lower section of the aqueduct and its

vicinity. As both the spatial and temporal resolution of the velocimetric MR data are

lower than what is needed for accurate CFD calculations, the algebraic solution of the

flow field at the inferior end of the aqueduct was reconstructed from the measured data

using the theory of pulsatile flow in a pipe [17, 18].

For this purpose, the aqueduct was regarded as a circular cylinder and the flow at its

outlet section was assumed to be fully developed. The former is a plausible

simplification, as the shape of the aqueduct is indeed approximately cylindrical, albeit

with variable radius. The plausibility of the latter assumption can be verified as

follows: The maximum Reynolds number (Re) and minimum Womersley parameter

(a) for the flow in the aqueduct can be calculated from the velocimetric MR data,

Re -UzmE
n

-D p^min
m

^cmax -

> «min —J"^
-

> \A)

where umax is the highest axial velocity - both locally and temporally - at the inferior

end of the aqueduct of Sylvius, D is the diameter of the aforementioned cylinder, v is

kinematic viscosity and fmin is the cardiac cycle base frequency. In the case at hand,

Remax is 70.9 and amin is 2.9, which results in a hydrodynamic entrance length

acceptably shorter than the length of the aqueduct [19-21]. Consequently, the flow

field at the inferior end of the aqueduct can be regarded as being fully developed.

Assuming a harmonic driving pressure gradient, the velocity field can be calculated as

^^^-^(^oM)"1)^' A=[i£)a' (3)

[22], where u is the axial velocity, r is the radial location in the cylinder cross-section,

t is time, i is>A, k is the amplitude of the driving pressure gradient, R is the pipe

radius, p is dynamic viscosity, a is the Womersley parameter, J0 is the Bessel function

of first kind and order zero and co is the angular frequency of the pressure gradient.
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By integrating Eq. (3), the mass flow rate is obtained,

kB^ n

inR*i, 2JM)
m(fj^e"*, B=l-

a AJ0{A)j
(4)

where Ji is the Bessel function of first kind and order. As the pressure gradient

driving the flow in the aqueduct of Sylvius is periodic, it can be described using a

Fourier series, so that from Eqs. (2, 4) and Poisseuille's law [23] the mass flow rate

can be expressed as

^0 =^g^^|^^Re(^')+^Im(5e'-)), (5)

where Re and Im designate real and imaginary parts, respectively. This mass flow rate

has to be equal to the one obtained by integrating the velocity field measured

with velocimetric MR. Using weighted least-squares error minimization, the

coefficients k were calculated and, hence, the velocity profile at the inferior end of the

aqueduct was determined.

3.2.4 CFD Calculations

For the computational fluid dynamics calculations, the CSF was regarded as an

incompressible Newtonian fluid with the same material properties as water at 37°

Celsius [5, 24]. A non-uniform, unstructured computational grid consisting of about

558,000 tetrahedral elements was used in conjunction with the finite-volume code

FLUENT (Fluent Inc., Lebanon, NH). The time step size was chosen to be t = 1/1,000

T, where T is the length of one cardiac cycle. Second order of accuracy in space and

first order of accuracy in time along with an implicit Algebraic Multigrid scheme and

the PISO [25] pressure correction method constitute elements of the solution

methodology.

No-slip boundary conditions (BC) were specified at the ventricle and aqueduct walls.

A zero pressure BC was assumed at the foramina of Monro. A transient velocity BC

based on MRI data as described above was prescribed at the inferior end of the

aqueduct of Sylvius. The domain wall motion was taken into account by specifying the
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position of each boundary grid node at each time step based on brain motion scans.

Zero velocity and zero pressure throughout the domain were chosen as initial

conditions. Grid independence, time-step independence and period independence

studies were carried out successfully (see appendix).

3.3 Results

At the beginning of the cardiac cycle, the cerebrospinal fluid flows in cranial direction,

as seen in Fig. lb (positive mass flow rate). A jet directed towards the foramina of

Monro exits the aqueduct of Sylvius with a peak velocity of slightly less than 12 cm/s.

Both superior and inferior of the jet, areas of recirculation form (hereinafter referred to

as the first and second recirculation respectively, see Figs. 5 and 6).
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Fig. 5. Streamlines in the mid-sagittal plane of the third ventricle at 0, 25%, 50% and 75% of

the cardiac cycle with period T. I, II and III: 1st, 2nd and 3rd area of recirculation as referred to

in the results section. Ro: recessus opticus, Co: commissura anterior, Ad: adhesio

interthalamica, Rp- recessus pinealis, Rsp: recessus suprapinealis. As the brain motion

amplitude is two orders of magnitude smaller than the length scale of the domain, the

deformation of the third ventricle cannot be discerned from this figure.
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Fig. 6. Paths of the centers of the main recirculations during one cardiac cycle projected onto

the mid-sagittal plane. I: path of the first recirculation as referred to in the results section, II:

path of the second recirculation, III: path of the third recirculation. The Arabic numerals along
the paths indicate temporal position of the centers relative to the cardiac cycle (0, 19%, 25%,

50%, 75% and 90%).

A third area of recirculation centered between the recessus opticus and the commissura

anterior, caudal of the foramina of Monro, dissipates by the first flow reversal.

Initially, the first recirculation is centered at the height of the recessus pinealis. By the

time the first flow reversal occurs 19% through the cardiac cycle, Fig. lb, the

recirculation center has traveled cranially along the jet and is positioned midway

between the recessus pinealis and the adhesio interthalamica (Fig. 6). The second

recirculation is initially clearly smaller than the first one, as it is restricted by the

inferior wall of the third ventricle. The center of this recirculation also travels in

cranial direction, reaching a position ventral to the adhesio interthalamica at the center

of the third ventricle. Part of the CSF streaming back after the flow reversal is

deflected caudally by this second recirculation, flowing along the inferior wall of the

third ventricle into the aqueduct of Sylvius. A smaller part is deflected in cranial

direction by the first recirculation, flowing along the superior wall of the ventricle and

then in caudal direction towards the aqueduct, without entering the recessus

suprapinealis and recessus pinealis.
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Halfway through the cycle, the second recirculation has become the dominating flow

feature, deflecting virtually all of the fluid in caudal direction and feeding the first

recirculation, whose center has returned close to its original location. This

recirculation causes the CSF to first flow in cranial direction and again along the

superior ventricle wall in caudal direction into the aqueduct. The second flow reversal

75% through the cycle weakens the now dominating second recirculation and

transports its center towards the recessus opticus. At the end of the cycle, the second

recirculation corresponds to the one referred to as third recirculation at the beginning

of the cycle. The first recirculation, which was being fed by the second recirculation

until the second flow reversal occurred, is also weakened and carried towards the

recessus suprapinealis. By the time the cycle is 90%) through, the jet emerging from the

aqueduct has become the driving force for the first recirculation. The recirculation is

strengthened and moves back down to its initial position at the beginning of the cycle.

Fig. 7. Contour plot of normal velocities in the cross-section Si (see Fig. 2) at 0, 25%, 50%

and 75% ofthe cardiac cycle with period T. Values are given in cm/s.

The highest velocities in the treated domain are observed in the narrowest cross-

sections of the aqueduct of Sylvius, reaching peak values of 16.7 cm/s in caudal

direction and 14.7 cm/s in cranial direction. Velocities up to approximately 12 cm/s in

caudal direction are observed in the inferior section of the third ventricle within the

region of the jet emerging from the aqueduct. Outside the jet, maximum absolute

velocities in the third ventricle are generally below 1 cm/s. Maximum velocities in the

foramina of Monro are 2.6 cm/s in caudal direction and 2.2 cm/s in cranial direction.

The velocities in all of the recessi are below 0.1 cm/s. Figures 7 to 9 show velocity

contour plots at selected cross-sections of the third ventricle, whose locations are

depicted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 8. Contour plot of normal velocities in the cross-section S2 (see Fig. 2) at 0, 25%, 50%

and 75% ofthe cardiac cycle. Values are given in cm/s.

Fig. 9. Contour plot of normal velocities in the cross-section S3 (see Fig. 2) at 0, 25%, 50%

and 75% of the cardiac cycle. Values are given in cm/s.
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CSF flow throughout the domain is laminar. The maximum Reynolds number (Re^)

observed in the aqueduct is 340. Re^ is defined as

Reag =
PVmax Dmm, (6)

where p is density, Dmm is the diameter of the smallest cross-section of the aqueduct,

Vmax is the maximum flow velocity at that location and p is dynamic viscosity. The

Reynolds numbers in the rest of the domain are clearly lower, owing to the fact that as

the flow area increases, the velocity has to, as a first approximation, decrease inversely

proportional to that increase of area due to mass conservation. Since the flow area is

proportional to the square of its diameter, the Reynolds number will decrease. The

pressure difference between the inferior end of the aqueduct and the foramina of

Monro reaches maximum values of approximately 20 Pa. Approximately three

quarters of the pressure loss occurs in the aqueduct of Sylvius. Figure 10 shows

pressure iso-surfaces in the third ventricle at different times.

Fig. 10. Pressure iso-surfaces in the third ventricle at 0, 25%, 50% and 75% of the cardiac

cycle. Values are given in Pa, relative to zero pressure prescribed at the foramina of Monro.
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Fig. 11. Plots of volume and volume flow rates during one cardiac cycle. The solid curve

represents the volume ofthe third ventricle and aqueduct throughout the cycle relative to their

volume at t = 0. The dashed curves represent the volume flow rates through the inferior end of

the aqueduct of Sylvius and through the foramina of Monro.

The volume change of the third ventricle due to the motion of its walls in feet-head

direction is shown in Figure 11. Two features stand out: first, the volume displaced by

the third ventricle due to feet-head brain motion is significantly smaller than the

volume passing through the aqueduct of Sylvius during one cardiac cycle. Second, as

CSF flows in cranial direction, the combined volumes of the third ventricle and

aqueduct decrease. The volumes increase again during caudal flow. The former

observation indicates that the feet-head motion of the third ventricle walls is only

marginally responsible for the pulsatile motion of CSF. The latter appears to be

counterintuitive at first, but can be explained if one bears in mind that only feet-head

motion has been taken into account: As the brain moves upwards during diastole [26],

its caudal parts are displaced farther than the cranial ones, causing the third ventricle to

be compressed in feet-head direction. At the same time, however, the brain also moves

outwards, causing the third ventricle walls to bulge out. It can be assumed that the

contraction of the third ventricle due to feet-head brain motion is overcompensated by

expansion due to motion in the remaining directions. Therefore, the overall volume of

the third ventricle and aqueduct is expected to increase during cranial CSF flow and

decrease during caudal flow. As the lateral and fronto-occipital motion of the third
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ventricle walls portray smaller amplitudes than the feet-head movement, they are

unlikely to be the main driving force of CSF pulsation.

3.4 Discussion

The basis of the simulation of cerebrospinal fluid flow in the third ventricle and the

aqueduct of Sylvius as presented above are MRI scans of an individual. Therefore, the

accuracy of the simulation is first and foremost governed by the accuracy of the MRI

data acquisition. Velocimetric MRI acquisition can be performed reliably, if partial

volume effects are minimized, if concomitant fields are avoided and eddy currents are

corrected [27, 28]. Due to the large size of the inferior part of the aqueduct, partial

volume effects are indeed negligible. By positioning the region of interest in the

isocenter of the magnet, concomitant fields are avoided. Eddy current correction is

performed based on parts of the brain tissue that portray negligible displacement

amplitudes.

Anatomic MRI scans cannot resolve the detailed surface structures of the choroid

plexus, which are on the scale of microns. We believe that neglecting these structures

in the third ventricle will have limited influence on the flow field, as they are located

predominantly at the ventricle's top wall, where flow velocities are low. The quality of

the segmentation performed to isolate the flow domain, on the other hand, has a large

influence on the accuracy of the simulations and must, therefore, be carried out with

great care.

MRI tagging can be used to capture the brain motion in feet-head direction

(maximum amplitude 0.25 mm). However, it will not capture the motion in the

remaining directions, which generally portray amplitudes less than 0.15 mm, with

sufficient accuracy [29] with currently available techniques. The volume change of the

treated domain due to feet-head motion of its walls constitutes roughly 1% of the CSF

stroke volume (see Fig. 11). It has only a marginal effect on the cerebrospinal fluid

flow. The effect of the wall motion of the remaining ventricular structures is accounted

for by the velocity field specified at the inferior end of the aqueduct of Sylvius. This

velocity boundary condition also takes into account the overall mass flow caused by

the lateral and fronto-occipital motion of the third ventricle and aqueduct walls.
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However, as the lateral and fronto-occipital motion of the third ventricle walls will (to

a yet unknown extent) also influence the local flow field, more advanced MRI

techniques should be applied to capture the wall motion in every direction [30].

The narrow and twisted shape of the foramina of Monro renders the accurate

acquisition of velocimetric MRI data difficult. By using a constant pressure boundary

condition instead, the introduction of virtual flow features due to MRI noise is

avoided. At the same time, some real flow features may be suppressed as well.

Incorporating the lateral ventricles into the computational domain would render this

boundary condition obsolete. However, it would also significantly increase the needed

computer resources.

The resolution of current MRI scanners is not high enough for a direct validation of

the results presented here. Validation of the methods used could be performed using a

transparent phantom of the third ventricle and aqueduct of Sylvius and non-intrusive

optical techniques for velocity measurements. This would signify a major

experimental effort, as the wall motion of the phantom would have to be taken into

account.

3.5 Conclusions

We have shown that it is possible to combine anatomic, velocimetric and

magnetization modulated MRI scans with CFD simulations to reconstruct the CSF

flow field in the third brain ventricle and the aqueduct of Sylvius. The feet-head

motion of the domain walls has only a marginal effect on the cerebrospinal fluid flow.

The significance of third ventricle wall motion in the remaining directions for the local

CSF flow field remains unknown, as the motion was accounted for only indirectly by a

velocity boundary condition at the inferior end of the aqueduct of Sylvius. The

methods described herein can be used without significant modifications to calculate

the flow in the entire ventricular system.

Interventions that seek to influence the CSF flow, such as the placement of a shunt

for the treatment of hydrocephalus, will profit from the detailed knowledge of

cerebrospinal fluid flow. Current shunts drain CSF when the static pressure of the

cerebrospinal fluid exceeds the opening pressure of the shunt valve. The use of CSF
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pressure as the sole valve control parameter is suboptimal [31]. Ideally, the amount of

cerebrospinal fluid to be drained would be determined in real time based on a model of

the patient's CSF space that is embedded in an intelligent shunt's control system. The

calculations presented here represent a first step towards such a model.

Intracerebroventricular administration of morphine is an example of the use of CSF

as a pathway to the brain [32]. Knowledge of the transient distribution of morphine

concentration in the binding sites may help determine the optimal amount to be

administered. To this end, the characteristics of morphine transfer from CSF into the

brain tissue and the fluid dynamics of cerebrospinal fluid have to be known. The

model shown in this paper constitutes a part ofthe latter requirement.

3.6 Appendix

3.6.1 Independence Studies

The grid independence study was carried out using three different grids, where the

coarsest one consisted of roughly 257,000 tetrahedral elements, the medium one of

558,000 and the finest grid of 811 '000. Pressure and velocity contours at several cross-

sections of the domain were compared at different simulation times. It could be shown

that the medium grid is sufficient to capture all of the important flow features

accurately. Figure 12 shows plots of normalized pressure at selected cross-sections for

each grid.

Time-step independence was assessed by carrying out the computations for the first

period using time step sizes of T/100, T/1,000 and T/l 0,000. The choice of the first

period to carry out this study is a conservative one, as at this point high-frequency flow

features are present due to the initial conditions. A time-step size of T/1,000 proved to

be sufficient.
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Fig. 12. Plots of normalized pressure along vectors through the third ventricle as calculated

with three grids of different density: coarse: 257,000, medium: 558,000 and fine: 811,000
tetrahedra. a Normalized pressure along the vector shown in Fig. 2 at the cross-section S\
34% through the cardiac cycle, b S2, t = 0.34 T, c S3, t = 0.34T.

Period independence was evaluated by carrying out the calculations over six periods

and comparing velocity and pressure contours of the last three periods. Table 1

summarizes the results of this and the other independence studies. The relative error

listed in the table is defined as

Pfitted>x)~ Pmedium(*>x)
e=~ r-r . (7)

Pfimti'X)

where e is relative error, p is pressure, t is time within the cardiac cycle and x is spatial

position within the calculated domain. The subscripts "fine" and "medium" refer to

calculations carried out with the fine and medium grid, respectively, for the grid

independence study. For the remaining independence studies, they refer to the

corresponding time-step size and number of calculated periods.
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Independence study Parameter Relative error estimate

Grid Independence
(number of elements)

257,000

5%558,000

811,000

Period Independence
(number of periods)

4

1%5

6

Time-Step Independence

(time step size)

T/100

<5%T/1,000

T/l 0,000

Table 1. Estimation of relative error introduced by spatial and temporal discretization, as well

as by the restriction of the evaluated periods to a finite number. The relative error is defined in

Eq. 6. The first column designates the type of the independence study, the second column

shows the choice of parameters. T: length of one period.
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4 Modes of mass Transport in the

third cerebral ventricle

Abstract

Anatomic, velocimetric, and brain motion MRI scans were combined with a

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model to investigate cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

mixing in the third cerebral ventricle of a healthy male adult. It was found that

advection dominates over diffusion in most of the third ventricle. Three zones where

diffusion plays an important role in the mixing process were identified. One of these

zones, consisting of recessus infundibulus, recessus opticus and the adjacent regions

up to commissura anterior, is likely to exist in the general population. We hypothesize

that this zone may act as a buffer to flatten concentration peaks of pituitary gland

hormones released into the third ventricle CSF. We further hypothesize that this zone

may facilitate the communication between hypothalamus and the pituitary gland

through third ventricle cerebrospinal fluid by prolonging residence times of the

communicated hormones.

4.1. Introduction

We have shown elsewhere [1] that the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) flow in the third brain

ventricle and the aqueduct of Sylvius can be calculated using computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) techniques based on boundary conditions (BC) derived from

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data. In the work at hand, we have calculated the

mixing of cerebrospinal fluid present in the third ventricle with CSF entering from the

lateral ventricles. This approach allows the assessment of the relative speeds of mass

transport in each part of the ventricle.

Interest in mass transport rates in the third ventricle cerebrospinal fluid is motivated

by our limited understanding of their role in the neuroendocrine system. The pituitary

gland and the pineal gland both release a portion of their hormonal products into the
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third ventricle cerebrospinal fluid [2-7]. It is also recognized that the hypothalamus

uses the CSF space of the third ventricle as one of its communication pathways [8].

Depending on the target sites and the intended duration of a hormone's effect, fast

transport (peripheral targets, short response) or slow transport (proximal targets, long

lasting response) may be preferable.

Average pituitary and pineal gland hormone concentrations in the cerebrospinal fluid

are in the order of nanograms/ml [6, 9, 10]. Although peak concentrations close to the

glands will be higher at times of burst release of hormones, it is safe to assume that

they are low enough to have a negligible effect on the general CSF flow. Hence,

speeds of mass transport in the third ventricle pertinent to the neuroendocrine system

can be investigated without taking into account the local production of neuroendocrine

substances.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 MRI Geometry and Boundary Condition Acquisition

A healthy male volunteer's brain was scanned using a whole body MRI system

(Philips Achieva 3T, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) in order to

acquire the third ventricle and aqueduct geometries1. To even out differences between

in-plane and through-plane resolutions, the sequence was performed three times, each

time in a different cardinal orientation, and the resulting datasets were registered. The

third ventricle and the aqueduct of Sylvius were manually segmented and converted to

non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) to allow for the generation of a high-quality

computational grid. Details on the geometry acquisition can be found elsewhere [1].

In order to take into account the motion of the third ventricle and the aqueduct, brain

displacement measurements were carried out on the same volunteer using a

complementary spatial magnetization modulation (CSPAMM) prepared MRI sequence

[11] on a whole body MRI system (Intera 1.5T, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The

The MRI acquisition was carried out by Dr. Paul Summers at the Institute ofNeuroradiology, University
Hospital Zurich.
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Netherlands)2. Cranio-caudal brain tissue displacement was quantified using harmonic

phase (HARP) post-processing [12]. We were not able to measure displacements in the

remaining directions, which portray much smaller amplitudes, with sufficient

accuracy. A 4th order Fourier series was fit to the transient data of each measured brain

location using least-squares error minimization. This approach allowed us to access

displacement values at any point in time. The spatial distribution of displacement was

approximated by fitting thin-plate smoothing splines through the measured locations

[!]

A standard phase contrast velocity mapping sequence [13] was used to acquire CSF

velocity data at the inferior end of the aqueduct of Sylvius .
The velocity profile was

integrated to give the volume flux through the aqueduct at each measured point in

time. A Fourier series was fit through these points by estimating the Fourier

coefficients using the theory of pulsatile flow in pipes [14]. The same coefficients

were used to reconstruct the velocity profile. Details on the flow velocity acquisition

can be found in [1].

4.2.2 CFD Calculations

In order to observe mixing, the cerebrospinal fluid present in the third ventricle at the

beginning of the simulation was regarded as a different fluid than CSF entering the

third ventricle through the foramina of Monro. Both fluids were modeled as

Newtonian, incompressible and with the same material properties as water at 37° C

[15]. A homogeneous mixture model, which is based on continuity and momentum

equations for the mixture and on volume fraction equations for the second fluid, was

solved using the finite-volume CFD package FLUENT 6.1.22 (Fluent Inc., Lebanon,

NH). The continuity equation for the mixture reads, in Einstein's summation notation,

as

The MRI acquisition was carried out by Michaela Söllinger at the Institute for Biomedical Engineering, UZH

and ETH Zurich.
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where u is the velocity of the mixture and x is spatial location. The momentum

equation can be written as

du; dp
,

S Uj n,
H

dt dXi
*

dxf

where p is the density of the mixture, t is time, p is pressure and p is dynamic

viscosity. Finally,

^£(-*)-0. (3)

cr1+a2=l, (4)

govern the volume fractions a of the two involved fluids, where subscript 2 designates

CSF entering from the lateral ventricles and subscript 1 refers to the CSF initially

located within the third ventricle. Equations 3 and 4 can also be seen as a scalar

advection model with inhibition of scalar accumulation through Eq. 4. Diffusion is not

taken into account. This has a limited effect on the accuracy of the calculations, as we

will show in the results section.

We used an Algebraic Multigrid scheme in conjunction with PISO pressure

correction [16] to solve the above equations with second order of accuracy in space

and first order of accuracy in time. The computational grid consisted of approximately

558,000 tetrahedral elements. A time step size of 1/1000 T was used, where T is the

length of the cardiac cycle. No-slip boundary conditions (BC) were specified at the

third ventricle and aqueduct walls. A zero pressure BC was specified for the mixture at

the foramina of Monro. At the same location, the volume fraction for CSF from the

lateral ventricles (lv-CSF) was set to 1. A transient velocity BC for the mixture at the

inferior end of the aqueduct of Sylvius was assigned as described above along with a

zero-flux boundary condition for lv-CSF volume fraction with backflow value of zero.

The fourth ventricle, to which the nearly cylindrical aqueduct of Sylvius is connected,

features a rather complex geometry and CSF flow pattern which, principally, do not

warrant the use of a Neumann BC. If, however, the actual lv-CSF volume fraction is

the same immediately upstream and downstream of the boundary, a Neumann BC can
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be used without introducing any errors. This is the case from the beginning of the

simulation, where lv-CSF volume fraction is zero in the entire domain, to when lv-

CSF reaches the fourth ventricle. Hence, the simulation was carried out only to the

point in time where the volume fraction of lv-CSF reaches 0.1 at the inferior boundary

of the aqueduct and results are only reported for the third ventricle. This approach

limits the errors caused by the boundary condition.

We took the feet-head motion of the third ventricle and aqueduct walls into account

by specifying the position of each boundary grid node at each time step based on the

brain motion MRI scans. The velocity field in the entire domain was initialized to 0

and then calculated for 6 periods without solving Eqs. (3) and (4) in order to obtain

period-independent flow. The lv-CSF volume fraction was then initialized to 0 and the

calculations were resumed, this time only solving the volume fraction equations based

on previously stored velocity values. Grid independence, time step independence and

period independence studies (for the initial 6 periods) were carried out successfully

[!]

4.3 Results

The main features of the cerebrospinal fluid flow in the third ventricle are two mobile

recirculation zones produced by a jet emerging from the aqueduct of Sylvius [1]. The

first recirculation zone is located superior of the jet. It governs the flow in the area

between recessus pinealis, adhesio interthalamica and the superior ventricle wall (Fig.

1). The second recirculation is located inferior of the jet, influencing the CSF flow

between commissura anterior and the inferior wall of the third ventricle. Figure 2

shows volume fractions of lv-CSF in a sagittal plane of the third ventricle for different

points in time. The position of the plane corresponds to section plane A in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows volume fraction data in the axial planes B and C, both of which are

also referenced in Fig. 3.
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Rp Pn

Fig. 1. Median sagittal cut through the third ventricle. I: areas portraying fast mixing. II: areas

with slow mixing. IIa: region of anterior recessi including Ro, recessus opticus, and Ri,
recessus infundibuli. IIb: region above adhesio interthalamica. lie: region of posterior recessi,

including Rsp, recessus suprapinealis, and part of Rp, recessus pinealis. Pt: pituitary gland
(hypophysis), Pn: pineal gland (epiphysis), Co: commissura anterior.

00 10

Fig. 2. Contours of volume fraction of CSF entering from the lateral ventricles (lv-CSF) in the

mid-sagittal plane of the third ventricle at the ECG R-pcak of several cardiac cycles, a:

anterior, p: posterior, h: head and f: feet. Note the exponential scaling of the legend.
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Fig. 3. Rendering of the computational domain: third ventricle and aqueduct of Sylvius. Left:

coronal view with positions of section planes A to C at the ECG R-peak as referred to in the

results section. The section planes are stationary and do not follow the feet-head motion of the

computation domain with maximum amplitude of 0.25 mm. Right: sagittal view with

positions of section planes D to H as referred to in the results section.
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Fig. 4. Contours of lv-CSF volume fraction at the ECG R-pcak of several cardiac cycles. Top
row: axial slice through the third ventricle in position C as outlined in Fig. 3. Bottom row:

axial slice in position 8. a: anterior, p: posterior, 1: left and r: right. Note the exponential

scaling of the legend.
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The starting point of the simulation, t = 0, is chosen to coincide with the R-peak of the

electrocardiogram (ECG) used for the gated MRI scans. At t = 0, lv-CSF volume

fraction is zero in the entire domain. At the beginning of the second cardiac cycle, lv-

CSF has reached the mid-sagittal plane of the third ventricle through the foramina of

Monro. While the second recirculation zone, centered inferior of the aqueduct-foramen

axis, has only a weak influence on the area anterior of commissura anterior, it is

responsible for the rapid mixing at the center of the third ventricle that can be seen

after four cardiac cycles. The first recirculation is centered at approximately the level

of the pineal gland on the longitudinal axis and half way between adhesio

interthalamica and recessus suprapinealis on the sagittal axis. There is a net mass

transport from the second recirculation zone to the first along the superior wall of the

ventricle, passing inferior of adhesio interthalamica. The center of the third ventricle is

filled rather quickly with lv-CSF: within 15 cardiac cycles, 60% of zone I as defined in

Fig. 1 show a lv-CSF volume fraction of >0.1, and the average volume fraction is

about 0.25 (Fig. 5). At the same time, the remaining regions of the third ventricle,

referred to as zones Ha, b and c in Fig. 1, portray clearly slower mixing. Zone Ha

consists of recessus infundibuli, recessus opticus and the adjacent regions up to

commissura anterior. The flow velocities in the recessi are close to zero and mass

transfer is, consequently, dominated by diffusion. Closer to commissura anterior, e.g.

in plane D shown in Fig. 3, advection increases in importance with maximum Péclet

numbers on the order of 102. Considering a time scale of 15 seconds, which

corresponds roughly to the duration simulated herein, we obtain a characteristic

diffusion length of approximately 0.4 mm (see appendix for details). This is one order

of magnitude smaller than the distance from the interface between zones I and Ha to

the posterior section of the recessi. Therefore, diffusion can be neglected for short

simulation times as is the case here, provided that mass transfer across the ventricle

walls is not the objective of the study.
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Fig. 5. Left axis, red curve: average lv-CSF volume fraction in zone I as defined in Fig. 1.

Right axis: portion of zone I with lv-CSF volume fraction greater than c, where c = 0.05 (blue

curve), c = 0.1 (green curve) and c = 0.25 (black curve).

Maximum Péclet numbers of up to 77,562 in the influence region of the CSF jet

emerging from the aqueduct and 6,672 outside the influence region are found in plane

G (Fig. 3), calculated with the diffusion coefficient of serotonin in water at 37° C.

Other pineal and pituitary hormones have similar diffusivities [17-19]. Further Péclet

numbers are given in Table 1.

Region Re
Sc Pe

Ds Db Ds Db

D 0.2

233 834

46.6 166.8

E 19a; 9b 4,427a; 2,097b 15,864a; 7506b

F 0.8 186.4 667.2

G 93a; 8b 21,669a; l,864b 77,562a; 6,672b

H 0.3 69.9 250.2

Table 1. Maximum Reynolds numbers (Re), Schmidt numbers (Sc) and Péclet numbers (Pe)
within section planes shown in Fig. 1. Sc are calculated with the self-diffusion coefficient of

water (Ds) and with the binary diffusion coefficient between water and serotonin (Db), both at

37° C. a, within influence region ofjet from aqueduct. ,
outside jet influence region.
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Figures 6 and 7 show the volume fraction distribution within one cardiac cycle after 15

calculated periods. The jet emerging from the aqueduct of Sylvius and feeding the

third ventricle with fluid low in lv-CSF content can be seen well after t = OT. At

around t = 0.4 T, the top section of the jet is shed and incorporated into the second

recirculation. At the same time, fluid rich in lv-CSF is transported from the second to

the first recirculation zone. Both of these events promote the mixing process.
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Fig. 6. Contours of lv-CSF volume fraction in the mid-sagittal plane of the third ventricle

during one cardiac cycle after 15 periods, t: time, where t - OT corresponds to the ECG R-

peak, T: length of the cardiac cycle, a: anterior, p: posterior, h: head and f feet.
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4.4 Discussion

The third cerebral ventricle is a rather challenging environment for numerical

simulations. Most of the preparations, such as the segmentation of the anatomic MRI

scans and the conversion to NURBS surfaces, have to be carried out semi-manually, as

there are currently no tools available that perform these tasks automatically with

sufficient accuracy. Consequently, the cost of studies from which statistically

significant results with regards to the general population could be drawn, is at the

moment prohibitively high. Studies on a single individual, as carried out in this work,

will help identify areas where high accuracy is required (e.g. detailed geometry, fine

grid) and where simplifications can be made to increase throughput. Furthermore,

certain assumptions can be made regarding the general population if one proceeds

carefully and always bears in mind that these assumptions have to be confirmed.
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Fig. 7. Contours of lv-CSF volume fraction during one cardiac cycle after 15 periods. Top
row: axial slice through the third ventricle in position C as shown in Fig. 3. Bottom row: axial

slice in position B. As the section planes at B and C do not follow the feet-head motion of the

domain (maximum amplitude 0.25mm), slight variations in the geometry of the slices can be

observed, t: time, where t = OT corresponds to the ECG R-peak, T: length of the cardiac cycle,
a: anterior, p: posterior, 1: left and r: right.
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The three zones portraying slow mixing identified in this work differ in location, size

and form. The size of zone lib depends on the location and size of adhesio

interthalamica. As there are significant inter-subject variations of these parameters to

the point where in part of the population adhesio interthalamica is absent [20], zone lib

must be viewed as a possibly unique feature of the individual studied here.

The pineal gland is situated between recessus pinealis and recessus suprapinealis,

both of which are part of zone lie. The cerebrospinal fluid has been shown to be the

main distribution channel of pineal melatonin in sheep by way of recessus pinealis [6,

7]. The anatomical organization of the human pineal gland is similar to that of sheep,

suggesting that a comparable mechanism is likely to apply in humans as well [7].

Consequently, the speed of melatonin transport will depend on the dominating mode

of mass transport in recessus pinealis. Inter-subject variations of the third ventricle

anatomy do not allow for generalized quantitative statements on flow and transport

properties in the recess based on a single individual. However, it is conceivable that in

the general population, as observed in the volunteer here, diffusion is likely to be of

greater importance in recessus pinealis than in the center of the third ventricle.

The general anatomy of the aqueduct of Sylvius, the third ventricle and the foramina

of Monro, along with the pulsatile nature of cerebrospinal fluid flow, necessitate the

existence of a CSF jet and of the thereby created recirculation zones. The recirculation

located inferior of the jet transfers momentum to the anterior section of the third

ventricle and thereby promotes advection. At the same time, it demotes advection by

shielding the anterior section from smaller flow structures that might otherwise

penetrate it. Anatomic and morphologic details determine the size of the shielded

section, but its existence is likely to be a fundamental feature of the ventricular

anatomy. In the individual observed here, zone Ha corresponds to this shielded section.

Three main functions are attributed to the cerebrospinal fluid: mechanical protection

of brain and spinal cord, removal of waste products and transport of endocrine

substances [21, 22]. For the first function, hydrostatics plays the most important role.

The latter two functions are governed by advection, diffusion and other transport

phenomena. If the third ventricle were designed with the sole purpose of waste

removal, areas of slow transport like zone IIa would not exist. Consequently, the
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purpose of zone Ha is likely to be linked to the neuroendocrine system. The third

ventricle cerebrospinal fluid acts as a communication pathway between the

hypothalamus and the pituitary gland [8]. As the hypothalamus is located adjacent to

the anterior section of the third ventricle, this pathway consists mainly of zone IIa. The

slow mass transport therein may increase the residence time of the communicated

substances in the vicinity of their respective receptors compared to a region with faster

transport. This may facilitate the communication by requiring lower concentrations of

the communicated substance.

Only a fraction of the pituitary gland's hormone production is released into the

cerebrospinal fluid. The other part reaches its peripheral targets directly through the

vascular system (i.e. without passing through the CSF). While this pathway is well

suited for fast transport, it may not be ideal for a continuous supply of hormones, as

the pituitary gland releases its products in bursts [23]. By releasing the hormone into

zone Ha, from where it can slowly diffuse to zone I, a time-release effect may be

achieved.

In order to fully simulate transport of endocrine substances in the third ventricle, the

computational domain will have to be extended to include the lateral ventricles and the

fourth ventricle. This is due to the fact that the boundary conditions at the interface

between the third ventricle and the other ventricles as used in this study do not allow

for more than 15 seconds of simulated time without sacrificing accuracy. However,

longer simulations are necessary for the study of diffusion processes. Since the lateral

ventricles feature no CSF outlets and the fourth ventricle is connected to the

comparatively large cerebellomedullary cistern, boundary conditions for this extended

domain are less likely to negatively influence the accuracy of the simulation.

4.5 Conclusions

We have identified regions in the third ventricle of a healthy male volunteer that

portray different speeds of CSF mixing. One of the three areas with slow mixing,

consisting of recessus infundibuli, recessus opticus and the adjacent regions up to

commissura anterior, is likely to exist not only in the individual discussed here, but

may also be present in the general population. If this is the case, the reason for its
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existence could be of significance via either or both of the two hypotheses that: a) This

zone facilitates communications between the hypothalamus and the pituitary through

its slow mass transport, b) This zone acts as a buffer that flattens concentration peaks

caused by the pulsatile release of pituitary gland hormones.

4.6 Appendix

4.6.1 Characteristic Diffusion Length

The characteristic diffusion length can be approximated by considering the one

dimensional diffusion equation, i.e.

dc(x,t)
_

nd2c(x,t) ,«

dt
~U

dx2
' K }

where c is concentration, t is time, D is diffusion coefficient and x is spatial location,

t = 0, 0<x<oo: c = 0, (6)

t>0, x = 0: c = Ci, (7)

t>0, x^oo: c = 0, (8)

and where the concentration Cj can be viewed as the average concentration in zone I at

the interface to zone Ha. The solution of Eqs. (5) to (8) is given by

c(x,t) — Cj \-erf
x

*

ijDt
(9)

where erf is the error function. We now define the characteristic diffusion length Xc as

the location where c = 0.01 Cj after tc, the characteristic time:

Xc ~3.6jL\ , (10)
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5 Research Recommendations

As outlined in chapter 1.4.2, the cerebrospinal fluid system can be divided into

functional units, of which the ventricular space is one and has been treated in this

dissertation. Depending on the intended application of the model, some or all of the

remaining functional units, i.e. brain, spinal cord, cranial and spinal subarachnoid

space, as well as the cranial and spinal vasculature have to be taken into account.

Chapter 5.1 gives recommendations on which functional units should be included in

the model in order to be useful for the study of physiology (section 1), for drug

delivery applications (section 2), for pre-interventional planning (section 3) and for the

development ofbiomedical devices (section 4).

The complexity of the cerebrospinal fluid system necessitates a multidisciplinary

approach for model development. The results presented in this dissertation would not

have been possible to obtain without the combination of the latest research in magnetic

resonance imaging and image processing, combined with advanced computational

fluid dynamics techniques. While the development of a ventricular CSF model was

challenging, the extension of this research to include the remainder of the

cerebrospinal fluid system will be even more demanding, necessitating the

participation of researchers from further fields such as cellular biology and

neuroendocrinology. Chapter 5.2 lists collaborations and tools expected to be

necessary for the modeling of each functional unit.

5.1 Required Level of Model Detail for Different Applications

5.1.1 Enhancement of Physiological Understanding

There is no upper limit for the wanted level of detail when it comes to modeling a

biological system for the purpose of better understanding its function. With respect to

the cerebrospinal fluid space, this means that, ideally, each functional unit would be
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considered for a general physiological model. For more specific applications, as

treated below, the requirements may be reduced.

Cerebrospinal Fluid Flow

Although there is no general agreement on the mechanisms behind CSF pulsation, the

cardiovascular system is believed to be the most important contributor. Experimental

data on the influence of the respiratory system is scarce. Consequently, until this data

becomes available, the modeling focus should be on the cardiovascular component, for

which the brain, the ventricular space, the cranial subarachnoid space and the cranial

vasculature have to be taken into account. Due to the increased influence of respiration

in the spinal canal, modeling this part of the CSF space will be difficult owing to the

mentioned lack of experimental data [1, 2]. For that reason, it may be warranted to

temporarily exclude the spinal canal, the spinal cord and the spinal vasculature, and

account for their effect on the CSF flow through boundary conditions obtained with

MRI flow measurements.

Neuroendocrine System

As the distribution of neuroendocrine substances in the cerebrospinal fluid depends on

the dynamics of the latter, the requirements to model such distribution patterns include

those for CSF pulsation models. In addition, mass transport across the ventricle walls

and across the pia matter, as well as transport within the brain parenchyma should be

taken into account in order to be able to predict hormone concentrations at the target

sites within the brain. This is by no means a simple task and it is expected that quite

radical simplifications will initially have to be made.

5.1.2 Drug Delivery Applications

While physiologic models can be as computationally expensive as the available

computer technology allows, patient-specific drug delivery models have to be simple

enough to where results can be obtained quickly. When treating meningitis, for

example, every hour counts. The brain itself should be neglected and the drug passage

into the brain parenchyma should be taken into account by a corresponding boundary

condition. If pathogens residing in the subarachnoid space are targeted, both the
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cranial and the spinal subarachnoid space have to be modeled. If the target site is

located in the brain parenchyma, the spinal subarachnoid space can be replaced by a

boundary condition. In either case, the level of anatomic detail has to be reduced

substantially compared to the physiologic model. The ventricular space needs to be

modeled, but not the vasculature. The latter should be replaced by a boundary

condition.

5.1.3 Pre-Interventional Planning

Hydrocephalus

The optimization of the shunt release-pressure setting and intraventricular catheter

positioning are the main ideas behind pre-interventional planning for hydrocephalus.

This disease involves all cranial functional units of the cerebrospinal fluid system, so

that the ventricular system, the brain, the cranial vasculature and the cranial

subarachnoid space have to be modeled with sufficient detail. At this point, it is not

possible to predict what 'sufficient' really implies. However, it is clear that the

complex fluid-structure interaction between CSF and the brain parenchyma has to be

considered. It is also clear that -just like for drug delivery purposes - the model has to

be simple enough to allow for short processing times.

Chiari Malformation

For the planning of surgical treatment of type I Chiari malformation, the cerebellum,

the medulla oblongata, part of the spinal cord as well as parts of the spinal and cranial

subarachnoid space need to be modeled. The remainder of the brain and the

vasculature can be neglected, while the ventricular system's influence can be taken

into account either through boundary conditions at the foramina of Luschka and

Magendie (no part of the ventricular space is modeled) or through a boundary

condition in the aqueduct of Sylvius (only the fourth ventricle is modeled). For type II

Chiari malformation, these boundaries move up. It may be necessary to model, in that

case, the entire ventricular space and parts of the cerebrum.
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Syringomyelia

As syringomyelia manifests itself in the spinal cord, this region and the surrounding

subarachnoid space have to be modeled. In cases where the origin of syringomyelia is

due to Chiari malformation, all the functional units that need to be modeled for Chiari

also need to be taken into account for syringomyelia. If there is no cranial

involvement, all cranial functional units can be taken into account by a cervical

boundary condition. As the etiology of syringomyelia is not well understood, it is

currently not possible to evaluate whether the spinal vasculature should be included in

the model.

5.1.4 Development of Biomedical Devices

As described in chapter 1.4.1, shunts are the most important devices for the treatment

of pathologies related to the cerebrospinal fluid. A virtual test rig for conventional

shunts can be created similar to a physiologic model for the understanding of CSF

pulsation. For the purpose of creating a feedback controlled shunt, the complexity of

this model has to be minimized, as it will be run on an embedded microchip with low

computational power. Faster microchips of the same generation will consume more

power, requiring larger batteries or micro fuel cells. The simplification of the

physiologic pulsation model can be achieved by lumping parameters that are identified

to have little influence on CSF flow and pressure or by discarding them entirely.

5.2 Required Tools and Collaborations

5.2.1 Ventricular System

Magnetic resonance imaging will remain the most important data acquisition tool for

modeling the ventricular CSF space. The resolution of current whole body MRI

scanners is, however, too low for the acquisition of the choroid plexus (ChP)

geometry. Microscopic images of a cadaver's choroid plexus or, better, in-vivo

microendoscopic stereo images can be used to acquire its intricate structure. These

approaches may seem to go against the philosophy of patient specificity and non-

invasiveness, but they don't: Using CFD calculations based on the accurate choroid
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plexus geometry, a simplified representation of ChP with patient-specific parameters

obtainable through MRI can be developed. This approach is used successfully in

mechanical engineering [3].

The accuracy of flow velocity acquisition using MRI at the foramina of Magendie

and Luschka is currently not satisfactory. It is likely that with the move to MRI

scanners with higher magnetic filed strengths, this can be remedied. CFD models

generally require that at least one of the inlets or outlets be left without specification of

velocity values. If in a non-compliant system all boundary velocities are specified, the

mass balance will most likely be disturbed, as there is no free parameter that can be

used to make up for an imbalance of mass in- and outflow. This means that a pressure

boundary condition is required at one of the foramina. MRI cannot be used to directly

measure pressure. And unlike some researchers suggest [4], pressure can only be

derived from MRI velocity measurements for the most simple anatomies, always

provided that a reference pressure is available. Currently, the only solution is to

invasively measure the pressure in the cerebellomedullary or in the pontine cistern.

Further research is needed to find out how a pressure model can be developed based

on such measurements. This calls for a close collaboration with clinical partners.

The dilation of the ventricle walls, e.g. due to hydrocephalus, may lead to

cerebrospinal fluid seepage into the surrounding brain tissue. While it is theoretically

possible to build a non-linear finite element model of the ventricle walls that features

similar seepage behavior as the real structure, it should be sufficient for most

applications to lump wall permeability in a CFD model and change the permeability

value as a function of wall dilation. As there is currently no sufficient data available

linking wall permeability to the degree of wall dilation, animal studies would be

needed to provide it.

5.2.2 Subarachnoid Space

The subarachnoid space contains a complex network of trabeculae (filaments) and

septa (walls) that may strongly influence CSF flow. Due to their small dimensions and

large number, it is not possible to account for each individual trabecula and septum. As

they also exhibit considerable spatial variation of morphology and density [5], they
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should not be lumped into a single entity. Instead, a finite number of zones can be

defined and viewed as an anisotropic porous medium, each zone with its own

permeability values according to the distribution, orientation and shape of the

trabeculae within it [6]. The porous medium zones can then be incorporated in a

standard computational fluid dynamics environment.

The wrinkled appearance of the brain is due to sulci (fissures) and gyri

(convolutions). It is not possible to manually segment the SAS in all the sulci within

an acceptable amount of time. As these structures may play an important role in, e.g.,

drug delivery applications, the development of automatic segmentation algorithms is

necessary. This calls for collaboration with computer graphics researchers. Once that

obstacle is removed, the generation of the computational grid becomes an issue. While

the tools to produce such a grid are available today, the number of cells needed to

resolve the narrow sulci is prohibitively high. Consequently, it will be necessary to

develop a simplified sulcus model with which mass transport from and to the brain

surface can be simulated in bulk fashion.

5.2.3 Cerebral Vasculature

There are a large number of models of cardiovascular haemodynamics. While some of

them are suited to calculate detailed flow velocities, local pressure and wall shear

stress distributions in single vessels [7], other models take into account the entire

cardiovascular system in order to assess global effects of general parameter change,

e.g. the influence of vascular wall compliance variations on blood pressure [8]. When

modeling single vessels, the boundary conditions constitute a problem, as, just like in

the cerebral ventricular system, local fluid pressure cannot be measured non-

invasively. This problem can be circumvented by connecting the detailed model of the

single vessel to a generalized model of the remainder of the cardiovascular system [9].

It is not clear whether brain expansion and contraction due to blood pulsation is

governed primarily by the circle of Willis and the therewith connected major arteries

or if the smaller arteries are mainly responsible. If the former is the case, a multiscale

modeling approach would be warranted, where the local deformation of arteries and

the interaction with the surrounding brain tissue is spatially and temporarily resolved
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and the remainder of the vascular system is taken into account in a lumped fashion. In

case of the latter, modeling on the single vessel level is not feasible due to the large

number and small size of the involved arteries. A one-dimensional model that can

mimic the correct pressure propagation through the vessels and that takes into account

the interaction with the cerebral parenchyma will have to suffice.

Mass transfer across the brain vascular system is important with regards to the

absorption and production of cerebrospinal fluid. As explained in chapter 5.2.1,

detailed anatomical modeling of the choroid plexus - the interface between blood and

ventricular cerebrospinal fluid - is not feasible. The arachnoid villi, acting as one-way

valves, are gateways for CSF to pass to the cardiovascular system from the

subarachnoid space. The typical number and distribution pattern of arachnoid villi

protruding through the dura matter into the superior sagittal sinus, the transverse sinus

and the sigmoid venous sinus has been researched with in-vivo CT and MRI, as well

as with microscopic cadaver studies [6, 10, 11]. Since the arachnoid villi anatomy and

to some extent their physiology are also known [12], it should be possible to develop -

in collaboration with physiologists and cellular biologists - an algebraic model of a

standard arachnoid villus. This model can then be inserted as a boundary condition

into the three-dimensional representation of the subarachnoid space as well as used as

an interface to the CSF for the cerebrovascular model.

5.2.4 The Brain

Research on brain mechanics is currently being carried out with little connection to

cerebrospinal fluid investigations [13-17]. As their objects of study are intricately

intertwined, it is evident that these two branches of research need to be connected in

order to be ultimately successful. The tool of choice for modeling brain mechanics is

the structural finite element method (FEM). The CSF flow, on the other hand, is best

calculated using computational fluid dynamics (which may also be based on FEM, but

usually utilizes the finite volume method, FVM). Combining structural and fluid

models, also referred to as fluid-structure interaction, is likely to be time consuming -

especially if the FEM and FVM tools are not compatible - but does not pose any

fundamental problems.
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Mass transport through the brain parenchyma is of great interest with respect to drug

delivery applications and the understanding of the neuroendocrine physiology. While

it is disputable if this subject should be part of cerebrospinal fluid research, it is

important enough to consider at least a collaboration with entities carrying out such

investigations [18]. If mass transport rates across the pia matter and through the brain

tissue are known, this information can be used to construct boundary conditions for

models of the subarachnoid space for drug delivery applications.

5.2.5 Spinal Cord and Spinal Vasculature

It is considerably more difficult to find original data on the physiology of the spinal

cerebrospinal fluid system than that of the cerebral CSF space. While it is generally

agreed that no CSF production takes place in the spinal regions, the relative

importance of the different absorption pathways within the spinal SAS is still being

researched. Animal studies indicate that one quarter of the entire CSF absorption takes

place in the spinal CSF areas [19], where the absorption occurs partially through the

arachnoid villi [20] and partially through lymphatic pathways [21]. Even with the

sparse data that is available today, it is possible to construct simple yet elegant models

of CSF flow in the spinal cavity [22]. However, instead of considering the entire

length of the spine, modeling efforts should be focused on small sections thereof. This

will make it possible to take into account the local blood vessels and their interaction

with the CSF and the spinal cord. Once this reduced system is well understood, it will

be easier to simplify the model and extend it to include the entire spinal canal.

5.2.6 CFD Code Selection

Since the first use of computers for numerical fluid dynamics applications in the

middle of the last century, simple CFD codes have evolved into huge programs. While

profound knowledge of numerical mathematics and fluid dynamics, as well as good

programming skills are needed to write CFD software, it is by no means magic.

However, the amount of time needed to develop a computational fluid dynamics suite

from scratch that offers all of the functions required for the tasks presented here, is
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enormous. For this reason, commercial CFD software, expanded with self developed

code, was used to carry out the calculations in this thesis.

There commercial programs have several disadvantages. As the source code is

undisclosed, extensions can only be developed through proprietary program interfaces

with limited functionality. Anything that goes beyond what the manufacturer deems

necessary user access has to be implemented via reverse engineering - a time-

consuming and often frustrating process that is not always successful. The

manufacturers of CFD suites focus on their key markets, especially the automotive,

turbomachinery and aviation industry, taking the demands of the respective customers

seriously while paying limited attention to requests for development from smaller

entities. In the last few years, there has been a consolidation in the computer platforms

supported by commercial CFD codes. There are examples of cutting-edge high

performance computer clusters becoming useless for CFD applications after three

years of operation because the respective software manufacturer would not support

that platform any longer.

Numerous university and research laboratories have developed their own in-house

codes over the years for specialized applications. The expertise regarding the use and

further development of those codes is usually passed orally from the senior laboratory

members to the junior ones, making it difficult for outside entities to use those codes -

provided that they are made available in the first place. Therefore, coordinated code

development with the involvement of several laboratories, with a dedicated,

professional project management and with thorough code documentation would be

both an efficient and cost-effective way to move away from closed-source code.
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Appendix A. Source Code

Despite the use of commercial software for reasons explained in chapter 5.2.6, a

number of crucial software extensions and tools had to be developed in order to be

able to calculate CSF flow and mixing in the ventricular system. The source of these

extensions and tools encompasses nearly 50'000 lines of code and cannot be printed

here in its entirety for space reasons. However, the most important functions have been

listed in this section.

A.1 Specification of Domain Wall Motion

The brain parenchyma moves through the expansion and contraction of cerebral blood

vessels, influencing and probably causing in turn the pulsatile flow of cerebrospinal

fluid flow as explained in chapter 1. While it may become possible to simulate the

motion of the brain based on transient blood pressure profiles in the future, the lack of

accurate material data for the different brain structures renders this task infeasible

today. Through the use of brain motion MRI scans, the position of the cerebral

ventricle walls can be determined at any point within the cardiac cycle and the effect

of brain motion on the cerebrospinal fluid can be incorporated into the simulation

environment by taking into account this domain wall motion. The current section lists

the source code used to perform this task. Figure Al shows a flow chart of the

communication between the different code segments.
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A.1.1 Extraction of Moving Boundary Node IDs and Coordinates

Language: C with UDF libraries for Fluent 6.1.22

Description: This UDF extracts the IDs and coordinates of the boundary
nodes of each moving zone. It is called several times per time

step to treat different regions of the domain.

//START OF CODE//

tinclude "udf.h"

#define FILE_NAME_BASE "third_ventricle_extended_rnedium_from_scratch_0.ldt"

DEFINE_GRID_MOTION(wall_deform, domain, dt, time, dtime)

{

//Declare Fluent-specific variables

Thread *tf = DTJTHREAD (dt);

face_t f;

Node *v;

//Declare all other variables

FILE *fp;
char file_name[80];
int n_time = N_TIME, n;

//Preparations

SET_DEFORMING_THREAD_FLAG (THREAD_T0 (tf));

//Check for proper use

if (n_time>l)
Error("This UDF is only meaningful for time steps 0 and 1.");

//Delete any Existing *.init File with Current File-Name

if (n_time==0)
{

strcpy(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE);
strcat (filename,

"

. init") ;

fp = fopen(file_name, "wt" );

//rewind(fp);
fclose(fp);

}

//Write Node Numbers and Node Positions into *.init File

if (n_time==l)
{

strcpy(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE) ;

strcat(file_name,".init");
fp = fopen(file_name, "at" );

begin_f_loop (f, tf)

{

f_node_loop (f, tf, n)

<

v = F NODE(f,tf,n);
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if (NODE_POS_NEED_UPDATE(v))
{

NODE_POS_UPDATED(v);
fprintf<fp,"%ld\t%11.101e\t%11.101e\t%11.101e\n",

(v->ni),NODE_X(v),NODE_Y(v),NODE_Z(v));
}

}

}

end_f__loop (f, tf ) ;

fclose(fp);
}

}

//END OF CODE//

A.1.2 Control Function for Wall Motion Interpolation and Mapping

Language : Matlab 7

Description: This function calls all the necessary functions to calculate

the interpolated wall motion from the motion of a given set of

points. The calculated motion is mapped onto given boundary
nodes and ASCII files are generated for every time step of one

cycle of the calculation, containing the updated coordinates

and the respective node numbers.

%%%START OF CODE%%%

function run_wall_deform_setup(filename)

%% Set Parameters

repetition = 5; %Fourier fitting in FITBRMO is done with this many copies
%of the dataset

order = 4; %Order of the Fourier fit in FITBRMO

scale = 1; %This scales the brain motion.

heartrate = 58; %Heartbeats per minute. This number has to be the same

%as the number used for any MRI velocity measurements.

%If the measurements are made at different heart

%rates, still the same number has to be used (e.g. by
%taking an average).

n_time_steps = 10000; %Number of time steps per cardiac cycle
fhdir = [0;0;1]; %Feet-Head direction vector

%% Read-In Data

load('brmo_data.mat'); %Getting the variables brain_motion and basepoints

fprintf(1,'\nReading mesh ...\n');

zone_nodes = readgrid([filename '.init']);

fprintf(1,'... mesh has been read.\n');

%% Prepare Data

measured__data = [brainjnotion(:,1) brain_motion(:,2) brain_motion(:,3) ...

brain_motion(:,4) brain_motion(:,7) brain__motion(:,6)];

%% Conversion from mm to meter

measured_data(:,2:end) = measured_data(:,2:end)*le-3;
basepoints = basepoints*le-3;
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%% Calculate time step

f_cardio = heartrate/60;

dt = (l/f_cardio)/n_time_steps;

%% Fit Function to Motion Data

fprintf(1,'\nFitting function to motion data ...\n');

[fitfun,fitgoodness] = fitbrmo(measured_data,l/f_cardio,repetition,order);
fprintf(1,'... function has been fit.\n');

%% Perform Spatial Interpolation

fprintf(1,'\nInterpolating over spatial grid ...\n');

intpbrmo (fitfun,basepoints, zone_nodes,dt, n_time_steps, filename,...

fhdir,scale);

fprintf(1,'\n... interpolation has been completed.\n');
%% Verify Calculated BRMO

axis_setting = [-0.01 0.01 -0.08 -0.03 -0.03 0.02];

view_setting = [-76.5536 12.2324];

calculated_data = plotgridmotion (filename,n_time_steps-l, ...

axis_setting,view_setting);
%%END OF CODE%%

A.1.3 Temporal Wall Motion Interpolation

Language : Matlab 7

Description: This Matlab function fits a mathematical function through time

dependent brain displacement values. The fitted function is a

Fourier progression of the order ORDER. The input data is

extended periodically by the factor REPETITION to give a

better fit.

[FITFUN,FITGOODNESS] = FITBRMO(MEASURED_DATA,REPETITION,ORDER)

MEASURED_DATA is a matrix whose first column stores time

values, expressed in per-cent of the cardiac cycle. The

following columns store displacement values at the given time

values, where each column corresponds to a different measured

point.

Ideally, MEASURED_DATA starts at t=0% and ends (or goes

through) t=100%. If that is not the case, FITBRMO generates
values for t=100% and t=0% by linearly interpolating the given
values at the times immediately before and right after t=100%.

The rest of the data, i.e. t>100% is discarded.

The remaining data points are then expanded periodically to

allow for a better fit. For a REPETITION factor of 3, for

example, the data at t=tl would also be copied to t=tl + 100%,
t=tl+200% and t=tl+300%. REPETITION has to be a positive
integer of arbitrary size, but choosing very large values

(i.e. >5) will usually not increase the accuracy noticably.

Subsequently, a fitting fourier progression of order ORDER is

generated. ORDER has to be an integer between 1 and 8

(inclusive). FITFUN is a cell array which stores the fitted

functions for each set of displacement values. FITGOODNESS,
also a cell array, stores the corresponding quality metrics of

the fitting.
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%%%START OF CODE%%%

function [fitfun,fitgoodness] =

fitbrmo(measured_data,cycle_length,repetition,order)
zero_value = 0;

hundred_value = 0;

%% Anaylze input

tmp = size(measured_data);
n_datasets = tmp(2)-l;

n_timevalues = tmp(l);

if measured_data(1,1) == 0

zero_value = 1;

fitzeropos = 0; %Currently, this is not used. It could be used as an

%output of the function, if the time of "zero

%displacement" in the cardiac cylcle is needed

else

fitzeropos = measured_data(1,1);
end

i = 1;

while measured__data(i,1) <= 100*cycle_length
if measured_data == 100

hundred_value = 1;

hundred_index = i;

break

end

below_hundred = measured_data(i,1);
below_hundred_index = i;

i = i+1;

if i > n_timevalues
error('There are no time values >= 100% in the dataset.')

end

above_hundred = measured_data(i,1);
above_hundred_index = i;

end

if (repetition < 0) || (mod(repetition,1) > 0)

error ('The value given for REPETITION has to be 0 or an integer >=')
end

if (order < 1) || (order > 8) II (mod (order, 1) > 0)

error('The value given for ORDER has to be an integer between 1 and 8')
end

%% Prepare datasets for fitting
% Create row for t=0 if necessary

if zero_value == 0

tmpdata = [zeros(1,n_datasets+l);measured__data];
else

tmpdata = measured_data;
end

% 100*cycle_length - blw_100
% f (100) = (f (abv_100)-f (blw_100) ) *

+ f(blw_100)
% abv 100 - blw 100
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%interpolate value for t=0 and t=100, respectively, and store it at t=0

if hundred^value == 0

if zero_value == 0

tmpdata(1,2:end)

end

else

if zero_value == 0

tmpdata(1,2:end)
end

end

% Discard values above t=100

tmpdata = tmpdata(1:below_hundred_index,:);

%create periodic copies of the values beyond t=100*cycle_length
if repetition > 0

blhi = below_hundred_index; %for convenience

for i=l:repetition

tmpdata = [tmpdata;

tmpdata(l:blhi,1)+i*100*cycle_length tmpdata(1 :blhi,2 : end)];

end

end

tmpdata(end+1,1) = 100*cycle_length*(repetition+1);
tmpdata(end,2:end) = tmpdata(1,2 : end);

%% Fit datasets

% Set fit type

fittype = ['fourier' num2str(order)];

for i=l:n_datasets
% Actual calculation

[tmpfit,tmpgoodness] = fit(tmpdata(:,1),tmpdata(:,1+i),fittype);
fitfun{i} = tmpfit;

fitgoodness{i} = tmpgoodness;
end

%%%END OF CODE%%%

A.1.4 Spatial Wall Motion Interpolation

Language: Matlab 7

Description: This function interpolates the known brain displacement along
one cardiac cycle in interwalls of DT to values of a number of

known points, given by BASEPOINTS to certain grid points,
given by GRIDPOINTS, whose displacements are not known, and

writes the results to a series of files by name

FILENAME######.brmo.

INTPBRMO(FITFUN,BASEPOINTS,GRIDPOINTS,DT,FILENAME,FHDIR,SCALE)

BASEPOINTS is an array of size [n 3] hosting the coordinates

of n nodes whose displacements over the cardiac cycle are

known.

(tmpdata(above_hundred_index,2 : end)-

tmpdata(below_hundred_index,2 : end)

(100*cycle_length-below_hundred)/.
(above_hundred-below_hundred)+ ...

tmpdata(below_hundred_index,2 : end)

tmpdata(hundred_index,2 : end);
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FITFUN is a cell array of size [1 size (BASEPOINTS (:,1))],
with each cell hosting functions describing the displacement
at the base points at any time between 0 and 100% of the

caridac cycle.

GRIDPOINTS is an array of size [k 4] hosting k nodes whose

displacement over the cardiac cycle shall be interpolated. The

first column stores the node indices (as they are used in

Fluent), the other three columns store the x,y and z

coordinates, respectively.

DT is the time step size. FHDIR is a [3 1] vector indicating
the feet-head direction. SCALE is used to scale the calculated

displacement by multiplying it by the value of SCALE. A value

of 1 means no scaling,

%%%START OF CODE%%%

Function intpbrmo (fitfun,basepoints, gridpoints, dt, n_steps,...

filename_base,fhdir,scale)
%% Anaylze input

tmp = size (fitfun);

n_basepoints = tmp(2);

if n_basepoints < 3

error('There are not enough base points for the interpolation')
end

tmp = size (gridpoints);

n_gridpoints = tmp(l);
fhdir = fhdir/norm(fhdir);

if n_steps > 100000

error('The number of timesteps is too high. Limit: 100''000)')

end

%% Define coordinate transformation

%z direction perpendicular to the MRI measurement surface

transformcoords = 0;

Q = basepoints(1,:)';
R = basepoints(2,:)';
S = basepoints(3,:)';

QR = R - Q;

QS = S - Q;

base_normal = cross(QR,QS);

% Check if the z-direction is already perpendicular
if sum(basepoints(:,3) ) ~= 0

transformcoords = 1;

fhdir_global = fhdir;

basepoints_global = basepoints;

gridpoints_global = gridpoints;

% Calculate transformation matrix

el_prime = QR/norm(QR);

e3_prime = base_normal/norm(base_normal);
e2_prime = cross(e3_prime,el_prime);

trfmat = [el_prime e2_prime e3_prime];
trfbackmat = inv(trfmat);

end
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%% Generate interpolation surface function

zcoorddev = 0;

if transformcoords == 1

fprintf(1,'\tPerforming coordinate transformation ...\n');
for i=l:n_basepoints

basepoints (i,:) = (trfbackmat*(basepoints_global(i,:) '-Q))';

zcoorddev = zcoorddev + basepoints(i,3);

basepoints(i,3) = 0; %we know that this value has to be zero

end

zcoorddev = (zcoorddev/n_basepoints)/max(max(gridpoints(:,2:end)))*100;
tmpmsgl = 'Average relative z-coordinate deviation of basepoints ';

tmpmsg2 = 'during coordinate transformation: ';

fprintf (1, ['\t\t' tmpmsgl tmpmsg2 '%f%%\n'], zcoorddev);

if zcoorddev > 1

tmpmsgl = 'High z-coord deviation.';

tmpmsg2 =
' There may be a coordinate transformation problem.\n';

warning([tmpmsgl tmpmsg2]);
end

end

for j=l:n_basepoints
basevalues(l,j) = fitfun{j} (0*dt);

end

intpsurf(l) - tpaps (basepoints(:,1:2) ',basevalues(1,:),1);

for i=2:n_steps
for j=l:n_basepoints

basevalues(i,j) = fitfun{j}((i-1)*dt*100);
end

intpsurf{i} = tpaps(basepoints (:,1: 2) ',basevalues(i,:),1);
end

%%% Calculate interpolated brain displacement data

if transformcoords == 1

fhdir = trfbackmat*fhdir_global;
for j=l:n_gridpoints

gridpoints(j,2:4) = (trfbackmat*(gridpoints_global(j,2:4)'-Q))';
end

end

maxdisplacement = 0;

%Projection of gridpoint to mri measurement plane
%

%plane given by x = Q + b*QR + c*QS

%projection line given by x = P + a*(QR x QS)
%

%where Q, R, S are points on the measurement plane,
%P is the treated gridpoint and a,b,c are parameters for the line and

%the plane. By setting both equations equal, the parameters of the

%section point between plane and line can be obtained.

tmpA = [base_normal - QR - QS] ; %Prepare projection ...
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for i=l:n_gridpoints %... carry out projection.

tmpb = Q - gridpoints(i,2 : 4) ';

tmppara = tmpA\tmpb;

proj_points(i,1:3) = gridpoints(i,2 : 4) '
+ tmppara(1)*base_normal;

end

linel = '*** Brain motion file generated using INTPBRMO Rev. %s in\n';

line2 = '*** Matlab version %s. Date: %s Local Time: %s\n';

line3 = '***\n';

line4 = '*** Filename: %s Simulation Time: t = %4.3f \n';
line5 = '***\n';

line6 = '*** First column: node number\n';

line7 = '*** Other columns: x, y and z coordinates at current time.\n';

line8 = '***\n';

line9 = '# %d\n';

linen = '%d\t%ll.10e\t%ll.10e\t%ll.10e\n' ;

lineend = '%d\t%ll.10e\t%ll.10e\t%ll.10e';

gridpoints_global(j,2),gridpoints_global(j,3),gridpoints_global(j,4));

for i=l:n_steps
n_time = i-1;

filename = [generatefilename(n_time) '.brmo'];

fid = fopen(filename,'wt');
if fid == -1

error('Could not open file.')

end

for j=l:n_gridpoints
% Calculate displacement

displacement = fnval(intpsurf{i},proj_points(j,1: 2) ');

displacement = scale*displacement;
if displacement > maxdisplacement

maxdisplacement = displacement;
end

%Calculate new node position (displaced gridpoints)
newpos(j,:) = (gridpoints(j,2 : 4) '+ fhdir*displacement) ';

end

if transformcoords == 1

for j=l:n_gridpoints
newpos(j,:) = (Q + trfmat*newpos(j,:)')';

end

end

fprintf(fid,linel,revision);

fprintf(fid,line2,version,date,time);
fprintf(fid,line3);

fprintf(fid,line4,filename,i*dt);

fprintf(fid, lineS) ;

fprintf(fid,line6) ;

fprintf(fid,line7);

fprintf(fid,line8);

fprintf(fid,line9,n_steps);
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end

if transformcoords == 1

for j=l:n_gridpoints
fprintf (fid, linen, gridpoints_global (j , 1) , ...

newpos(j,1),newpos(j,2),newpos (j,3));
end

else

for j=l:n_gridpoints
fprintf (fid, linen, gridpoints ( j , 1) , ...

newpos(j,1),newpos(j,2),newpos(j,3));
end

end

fclose(fid);

function current_filename = generatefilename(jj)
filename = filename base;

if jj > 0

tmp_int - floor(loglO(jj));
else

tmp_int = 0;

end

for qq=(4-tmp_int) :-l: 1

filename = [filename '0'];
end

current_filename = [filename int2str (jj)];
end

end

%%%END OF CODE%%%

A.1.5 Mapping of Node Positions to Computational Grid

Language: C with UDF libraries for Fluent 6.1.22

Description: This UDF maps the previously calculated transient coordinates

of each moving bounary node to the computational grid.

//START OF CODE//

#include "udf.h"

#define FILE_NAME_BASE "third_ventricle_extended_medium_from__scratch_0.ldt"
#define FILE_NAME_BASE_BC "_boundary_"
#define LARGE_FLOAT le2 00

#define N_TIME_STEPS 1000

tdefine OUTLET_ID 9

#define FIXED_VEL0CITY_ID 3 //This corresponds to the ID of the zone where

//the velocity values are fixed

#define X_DIR_CONST -0.00274599957001 //x component of normal to

//aqueduct_out; normalized

define Y_DIR_CONST 0. 00087899986236 //y component of normal to

//aqueduct_out; normalized

tdefine Z_DIR_CONST 0.99999584341416 //z component of normal to

//aqueduct__out; normalized
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DEFINE_GRID_MOTION(wall_deform, domain, dt, time, dtime)

{

//Declare Fluent-specific variables

Thread *tf = DTJTHREAD (dt);

face_t f;

Node *v;

//Declare all other variables

FILE *fp;
real *x_coord, *y_coord, *z_coord;
char file_name[80], tmp_char[80];
int n_time = N_TIME, n_time_adjusted;
int n, i, tmp_int, n_zeros, n_nodes;
int *node_number;
int timesteps_per_cycle; //This corresponds to N_TIME_STEPS and is read

//from the *.brmo file.

//Declare functions

char *int2str(int int_value);
int read_grid(char *file_name, int *n_nodes, int *timesteps_per_cycle,

int **node_number_ptr, real **x_coord_ptr,
real **y_coord_ptr, real **z_coord_ptr);

//Fluent-Specific Preparations

SET_DEFORMING_THREAD_FLAG (THREAD_T0 (tf));

//Counter for file enumeration

n_time_adjusted = n_time;
while (n_time__adjusted>=N_TIME_STEPS)

n_time_adjusted -= N_TIME_STEPS;

if (n_time_adjusted > 0)

n_zeros = loglO(n_time_adjusted);
else

n_zeros = 0;

//READ NODE POSITION VALUES FROM FILE

strcpy(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE) ;

for (i=4-n__zeros; i>0; --i)

strcat(file_name,"0");

strcat(file_name,int2str(n_time_adjusted) ) ;

strcat(file_name,".brmo") ;

tmp_int = read_grid(file_name,&n_nodes,&timesteps_per_cycle,&node_number,
&x_coord,&y_coord,&z_coord);

if(!tmp_int)
Error("ERROR while trying to read %s\n",file_name);

//SET NEW NODE POSITIONS

begin_f_loop (f, tf)

{

f_node_loop (f, tf, n)

{

v = F_NODE(f,tf,n);

if (NODE_POS_NEED_UPDATE(v))
{

NODE_POS_UPDATED(v);

sprintf(tmp_char,"%ld",v->ni);

sscanf(tmp_char,"%ld",&tmp_int);
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for (i=0;n_nodes-l;++i )

{

if (*(node_number+i)==tmp_int)
{

NODE_X(v) = *(x_coord+i);
NODE_Y(v) = *(y_coord+i);
NODE_Z(v) = *(z_coord+i);
break;

}

if (i==n_nodes-l)
Error ("Could not find corresponding entry for node

ID = %ld\n",(v->ni));

}

}

}

}

end_f_loop (f, tf);

//CLEAN UP

free(node_number);
free(x_coord);

free(y_coord);

free(z_coord);
}

//END OF CODE//

A.2 Reconstruction of Flow in the Aqueduct of Sylvius

When simulating the cerebrospinal fluid flow in the third ventricle and aqueduct of

Sylvius, boundary conditions have to be specified at the foramina of Monro and at the

inferior section of the aqueduct. Due to the twisted and narrow shape of the foramina

of Monro, MRI flow measurements tend to be inaccurate. The aqueduct of Sylvius, on

the other hand, is shaped near-cylindrically and velocimetric MRI scans can be

performed well. As the computational grid for the CFD calculations necessitates cell

sizes much smaller than the MRI voxel sizes, the measured velocity values have to be

mapped to the computational domain in fluid-dynamically consistent manner. This

approach has been outlined in chapter 3.2.3. The current section lists the source code

used to perform the mapping. The flow chart in Fig. A2 shows the connections

between the different code segments.
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X
- Grid

- Material

Properties
- Simulation

Settings

MRI Flow

Data

CFD

Preprocessor

(not shown)

Boundary
Detection

(A.2.1.)

Aqueudct

Boundary
Node IDs

Boundary
Node Coords

Control

Function

(A.2.2)

X

Transient

Boundary

Velocity
Data

(A.1.1)

Velocity
Reconstruct.

(A.2.6)

Fourier

Coefficient

Estimation

(A.2.5)

Mass Flow

Rate

Calculation

(A.2.4)

Flow Data

Preprocessing
(A.2.3)

CFD Solver

(not shown)

BC Velocity

Mapping
(A.2.7)

Node Position

Mapping
(A.1.5.)

r

Transient

Flow and

Pressure

Data

Table A2. Program flow chart for the reconstruction of the CSF velocity field at the inferior

section of the aqueduct of Sylvius. The location of the respective code segments within this

document are given in parentheses.
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A.2.1 Identification of the Aqueduct of Sylvius

Language: C with UDF libraries for Fluent 6.1.22

Description: This function gathers the indentification numbers and

locations of the cell faces belonging to the aqueduct of

Sylvius. It geneartes an ASCII file where these values are

stored for further processing.

//START OF CODE//

tinclude "udf.h"

#define FILE_NAME_BASE "third_ventricle_extended_medium_from_scratch_0.ldt"
#define FILE_NAME_BASE_BC "_boundary_"
#define OUTLET_ID 21 //This value is obtained in the boundary

//conditions dialog in the Fluent GUI

#define NEIGHBOR_WALL_ID 11 //This value corresponds to the ID number of

//the treated boundary condition,

define N_TIME_STEPS 1000

DEFINE_GRID_MOTION(wall_deform, domain, dt, time, dtime)

{

//Declare Fluent-specific variables

Thread *tf = DT_THREAD (dt);

Thread *bc_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain,0UTLET_ID);
Thread *neighbor_wall_thread = Lookup_Thread(domain,NEIGHBOR_WALL_ID);
face_t f;

Node *v;

//Declare all other variables

FILE *fp;
real *x_coord, *y_coord, *z_coord;
real c_coords[3], f_area[3]; //coordinates of face centroids

//and face are normal vector

char file_name [80] , tmp__char [80] ;

int n_time = N_TIME, n_time_adjusted;
int n, i, tmp_int, n_zeros, n_nodes, n_face_centroids;
int *node_number;
int timesteps_per_cycle; //This corresponds to N_TIME_STEPS

//and is read from the *.brmo file.

//Declare functions

char *int2str(int int_value);
int read_grid(char *file__name, int *n_nodes, int *timesteps_per_cycle,

int **node__number, real **x_coord_ptr, real **y_coord_ptr,
real **z_coord_ptr);

//

//Preparations
//

//Fluent-specific

SET_DEFORMING__THREAD_FLAG (THREADJT0 (tf ) ) ;

//Counter for file enumeration

n_time_adjusted = n__time;
while (n_time__adjusted>=N_TIME_STEPS)

n_time_adjusted -= N_TIME_STEPS;

if (n_time_adjusted > 0)

n_zeros = loglO(n_time_adjusted);
else

n zeros =0;
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//

//Write Neighbor Zone Node Numbers to File

//

strcpy(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE);
strcat(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE_BC);
strcat(file_name,"neighbor");
strcat(file_name,".init");

if (n_time == 0)

fp = fopen(file_name, "wt" );

begin_f_loop (f,neighbor_wall_thread)
{

f_node_loop(f,neighbor_wall_thread,n)
{

v = F_NODE(f,neighbor_wall_thread,n);
fprintf(fp,"%ld\n", (v->ni));

}

}

//end_f_loop (f,bc_thread)
end_f_loop (f,neighbor_wall_thread)
fclose(fp);

}

//

//Write Boundary Condition Data to File

//

strcpy (filename, FILE_NAME_BASE) ;

strcat(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE_BC) ;

for (i=4-n_zeros;i>0;--i)
strcat (file_name,"0");

strcat(file_name,int2str(n_time_adjusted) ) ;

strcat(file_name,".init");

fp = fopen(file_name, "wt" );

begin_f_loop (f,bc_thread)
{

f_node_loop(f,bc_thread,n)
{

F_CENTROID(c_coords,f,bc_thread);
F_AREA(f_area,f,bc_thread) ;

v = F_NODE(f,bc_thread,n);
fprintf(fp,"%ld\t%11.101e\t%11.101e\t%11.101e\t%11.101e

\t%11.101e\t%11.101e\t%ld\t%11.101e\t%11.101e\t%11.101e\n",
f,c_coords[0],c_coords[1],c_coords[2],f_area[0],f_area[l],
f_area[2],(v->ni),NODE_X(v),NODE_Y(v),NODE_Z(v));

}

}

end_f__loop (f,bc_thread)
fclose (fp);

//

//READ NODE POSITION VALUES FROM FILE

//

strcpy(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE);

for (i=4-n_zeros;i>0;--i)
strcat(file name,"0");
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strcat(file_name,int2str(n_time_adjusted) ) ;

strcat(file_name,".brmo");

tmp_int = read_grid(file_name,&n_nodes,&timesteps_per_cycle, &node_number,
&x_coord,&y_coord,&z_coord);

if(!tmp_int)
Error("ERROR while trying to read %s\n",file_name);

//

//SET NEW NODE POSITIONS

//

begin_f_loop (f, tf)

{

f_node_loop (f, tf, n)

{

v = F_NODE(f,tf,n);

if (NODE__POS_NEED_UPDATE(v) )

{

NODE_POSJJPDATED(v);

sprintf(tmp_char,"%ld",v->ni);
sscanf(tmp_char,"%ld",&tmp_int);

for (i=0;n_nodes-l;++i )

{

if (*(node_number+i)==tmp_int)
{

NODE_X(v) = *(x_coord+i);
NODE_Y(v) = *(y_coord+i);
NODE_Z(v) = *(z_coord+i);

break;

}

if (i==n_nodes-l)
Error("Could not find corresponding entry for node

ID = %ld\n",v->ni);
}

}

}

}

end_f_loop (f, tf);

//

//CLEAN UP

//

free(node_number);
free(x_coord);
free(y_coord);
free(z_coord);

}

//END OF CODE//
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A.2.2 Control Function for Boundary Flow Profile Reconstruction and Mapping

Language: Matlab 7

Description: This function calls all the necessary functions to calculate

the velocity profile at the outlet/inlet (inferior section of

the aqueduct of Sylvius) based on MRI velocity measurements.

The actual data fitting is done using the mass flow rate which

is derived by integration of the measured flow profile.

*.profile files are generated for every time step of one cycle
of calculation.

%%% START OF CODE %%%

function run_bc_motion__setup (filename,k_input)

if (nargin<l)|(nargin>2)
error ('Please specify 1 or 2 input arguments.')

end

%% Set Parameters

% Indicate global parameters

global i Rd mu rho f_cardio

% Define parameters
i = sqrt (-1);

mu = 7.04056e-4;

rho = 993.328;

Rd = le-3*sqrt(6.5/2*pi)/2;
vox_dim = 0.5e-3;

heartrate = 58;

f_cardio = heartrate/60;

roi = [8 18 4 10];

n_time_steps = 10000;

n_iter = 18250;

vel_dir = 1; %Ensure same flow direction in Fluent and MRI

%% Read-In Data

load('bc_data. mat '

) ;

%% Do Miscellaneous Preparations

f_sample = 1/((l/f_cardio)/length(time));
%For reconstruction purposes, this is equal to

%the Nyquist frequency. I.e. we can only
%reconstruct frequencies up to l/2*f_sample

n_k = length(time)/2; %Max number of double Fourier coefficients, so

%that Nyquist criterion is still met

k_init = zeros (l+2*n__k, 1) ;

%% Calculate Mass Flow Rate

% Prepare the flow data

fprintf(1,'\nPreparing flow data
. ..\n');

[x_centers,y_centers,prepared_data] = prepareflowdata(data,vox_dim,roi);
fprintf(1,'... preparation done.Xn');

% Get spline representation of flow surface

fprintf(1,'\nObtaining spline representation of flow field ...\n');
for j=l:length(data)

intpsurface{j} = intpflowsurface(x_centers,y_centers,prepared_data{j});
end
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fprintf(1,'... representation obtained.\n');

% Calculate mass flow rates at each time step

fprintf(1,'\nCalculating mass flow rate ...\n');
for j=l:length(data)

m_dot(j) = integrateflow(intpsurface{j},[min(x_centers),max(x_centers),
min (y__centers) , max (y_centers) ] , rho) ;

end

fprintf(1,'... calculation done.\n');

%% Estimate Fourier Coefficients for Womersley Profile

if nargin == 1

% Estimate Fourier Coefficients

fprintf(1,'\nEstimating Fourier coefficients ...\n');

k_estim = estimwomersley([],m_dot,[],
time,k_init,n_iter,'massflowrate');

fprintf (1,'... estimation done.\n');

else

% Use Pre-Specified Fourier Coefficients

k_estim = k_input;
end

% Compare Calculated and Estimated Mass Flow Rates

comparewomersley([],m_dot,[],time,k_estim,[],'massflowrate');

%% Map Womersley Profile to Real (noncircular) Boundary
fprintf(1,'\nMapping Womersley profile ...\n');

mapbcflow ([filename '_boundary_'],
n_time_steps,k_estim,time,m_dot,vel_dir);

fprintf(1,'... mapping done.\n');
%%% END OF CODE %%%

A.2.3 Conditioning of MRI Flow Data

Language : Matlab 7

Description: This function crops the MRI flow velcoity data to the region
of interest (inferior section of the aqueduct of Sylvius) and

converts the values and coordinates to SI.

roi: [xposmin xposmax yposmin yposmax] ; unit: none

vox_dim: voxel dimension ; unit: meters

The image below shows the range of the inital data

(equilateral voxels depicted). The region marked with x is the

desired ROI. In order to specify the values for the ROI shown

in the image, one would have to choose [3 6 2 4].
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%%% START OF CODE %%%

function [x_centers,y_centers,prepared__data]
prepareflowdata(data,vox_dim,roi)

xposmin = roi (1)

xposmax = roi (2)

yposmin = roi (3)

yposmax = roi(4)

n_x =

xposmax - xposmin + 1;

n_y =

yposmax
- yposmin + 1;

% Determine the center of the voxel

vox_center = vox_dim/2;

% Assume that flow data is cell (voxel) centered

x_centers = (vox_center:vox__dim:n_x*vox_dim)';
y_centers = (vox_center:vox_dim:n_y*vox_dim)';

% Select flow values within ROI at each time step
for i=l:length(data)

prepared_data{i} = data{i}(yposmin:yposmax,xposmin:xposmax);
end

% Convert from cm/s to m/s

for i=l: length(data)

prepared_data{i} = prepared_data{i}*le-2;
end

%%% END OF CODE %%%

A.2.4 Calculation of Mass Flow Rate

Language: Matlab 7

Description: This function fits a spline surface on the discrete surface

composed of the processed MRI velocity values over the region
of interest.

%%%START OF CODE%%%

function intpsurface = intpflowsurface(x,y,z)

n_x
= length(x);

n_y = length(y);

for i=l:n_y
for j=l:n_x

basepoints((i-1)*n_x+j, 1) = x(j,l);

basepoints((i-1)*n_x+j,2) = y(i,l);

basevalues((i-1)*n_x+j) = z(i,j);
end

end

intpsurface = tpaps(basepoints',basevalues,1);
%%%END OF CODE%%%
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Language: Matlab 7

Description: This function integrates the velocity field based on the

spline suface interpolation of the MRI flow velocities.

%%%START OF CODE%%%

function m__dot = integrateflow(flowsurface,roi,rho)

% Caclculate volume under surface (mass flow rate)

xmin = roi (1);

xmax = roi (2);

ymin = roi (3);

ymax = roi (4);

V_dot = dblquad(dintegrand,xmin,xmax,ymin,ymax); %Volume flux

m_dot = V_dot * rho;

function z = integrand(x,y)
for i=l: length(x)

z(i) = fnval(flowsurface,[x(i);y]);
end

end

end

%%%END OF CODE%%%

A.2.5 Estimation of Fourier Coefficients

Language: Matlab 7

Description: This function estimates the Fourier coefficients for the

Womersley profile to be reconstructed from the MRI velocity
measurements or the therefrom obtained mass flow rate.

k is a vector of pressure gradients and u_meas is a matrix,
whose rows correspond to radial position and whose columns

correspond to position in time. The actual matrix entries are

velocities. The radial position values are given in the vector

R, the time values in the vector T. METHOD indicates if

velocity or mass flow rate is used for the estimation

('velocity1 or 'massflowrate')

%%%START OF CODE%%%

%% Global variables to be used

global i Rd mu rho f_cardio

%% Setting optimization options and calling optimizer

options = optimset('LargeScale','off','Display','iter',

'TolX',le-20,'TolFun',le-20,'MaxFunEvals',n_iter);

switch lower(method)

case 'velocity'
k = lsqnonlin(@calcwomersleyu, k_init, [], [], options);

case 'massflowrate'

k = lsqnonlin(@calcwomersleym, k_init, [], [], options);
end
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%% Optimize the output of the velocity function

function F = calcwomersleyu(k)
for j=l:length(t) %Looping over time

for q=l: length(r) %Looping over radial position for

%stationary solution

u(q,j) = k(l)/(4*mu)*(r(q)A2-Rd~2);
end

if mod(length(k) ,2)~=0

d_range = (length(k)-1)/2;
else

d_range = (length(k))/2;
end

for d=l:d_range %Looping over frequency
f = d*f_cardio;
k_a = k(2*d);

if 2*d+K=length(k)

k_b = k(2*d+l);

end

if mod(length(k),2) ~=0

for q=l: length (r) %Looping over radial position for

%transient solution

u(q,j) = u(q,j)+real(womersley(r(q),t(j),k_a, f));

u(q,j) = u(q,j)+imag(womersley(r(q),t(j),k_b,f));
end

else

if d < d_range
for q=l: length(r) %Looping over radial position for

%transient solution

u(q,j)=u(q,j)+real(womersley(r(q),t(j),k_a,f));
u(q,j)=u(q,j)+imag(womersley(r(q),t(j),k_b,f));

end

else

for q=l:length(r) %Looping over radial

%position for transient

%solution

u(q,j)=u(q, j)+real(womersley(r(q),t(j),k_a,f));
end

end

end

end

end

F = 0;

for j=l:length(t)
for q=l: length(r)

if u_meas(q,j)==0

upscale = le8*abs((u_meas(q,j)-u(q,j)))/0.001;
else

upscale = le8*abs((u_meas(q,j)-u(q,j)))/u_meas(q,j);
end

F = F + upscale*(u_meas(q,j)-u(q,j))A2;
end

end
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function vel = womersley(r,t,k,f)
Wo = sqrt(rho*2*pi*f/mu)*Rd; %Womersley number

A= ((i-1)/sqrt(2))*Wo;
B = A*r/Rd;

C = besselj(0,B);
D = besselj(0,A);

vel = k*RdA2/(mu*WoA2)*i*(l-C/D)*exp(i*2*pi*f*t);
end

end

%% Optimize the output of the mass flow rate function

function F = calcwomersleym(k)
for j=l: length(t) %Looping over time

if mod(length(k),2)~=0

derange = (length(k)-1)/2;
else

derange = (length(k))/2;
end

m_dot(j) = -k(l)*pi*RdA4/(8*mu)*rho; %Stationary solution

for d=l:d_range %Looping over frequency
f = d*f_cardio;
k_a = k(2*d);

if 2*d+K=length(k)

k_b = k(2*d+l);

end

if mod(length(k),2)~=0

m_dot(j) = m_dot(j)+real(womersleym(t(j),k_a,f));
m_dot(j) = m_dot(j)+imag(womersleym(t(j),k_b,f));

else

if d < d_range

m_dot(j) = m_dot(j)+real(womersleym(t(j),k_a,f));
m_dot(j) = m_dot(j)+imag(womersleym(t(j),k_b,f));

else

m_dot(j) = m_dot(j)+real(womersleym(t(j),k_a,f));
end

end

end

end

F = 0;

for j = l: length(t)
F = F + 10A8* (m__dot_meas (j)-m_dot (j) ) A2;

end

function m_dot = womersleym(t,k_local,f)
Wo = sqrt(rho*2*pi*f/mu)*Rd; %Womersley number

i = sqrt(-1);
A = ((i-1)/sqrt(2))*Wo;
B = i*pi*k_local*RdA4/(mu*WoA2);
C = besselj(0,A);
D = besselj(1,A);

m_dot = rho*B*(1-2*D/(A*C))*exp(i*2*pi*f*t);
end

end

end

%%%END OF CODE%%%
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A.2.6 Velocity Reconstruction

Language: Matlab 7

Description: This function reconstructs the velocities in the aqueduct of

Sylvius by using the previously estimated Fourier coefficients

and Womersley's theory of pulsatile flow in an infinite rigid
pipe.

%%%START OF CODE%%%

function mapbcflow(filename_base,n_time_steps,k,t_meas,m_dot_meas,vel^dir)

%% Global variables to be used

global i Rd mu rho f_cardio

dt = (l/f_cardio)/n_time__steps;
n_time_steps = 500;

%% Read *.init files

for j=l:n_time_steps
n_time = j-1;

filename = [generatefilename(n_time) '.init'];
fid = fopen(filename,'rt');
if fid == -1

error('Could not open file.')
end

tmp^cell = textscan(fid, ' %d %f %f %f %f %f %f %d %f %f %f);

face_id{j} = tmp_cell{l};
face_centroid{j} = [tmp_cell{2} tmp_cell{3} tmp_cell{4}];
face_area_vector{j} = [tmp_cell{5} tmp_cell{6} tmp_cell{7}];
node_id{j} = tmp_cell{8};
node_coords{j} = [tmp_cell{9} tmp__cell{10} tmp_cell{11}];
clear tmp_cell;
fclose(fid);

for q=l:length(face_area_vector{j})
face__area{ j } (q) = norm(face_area_vector{ j } (q, : ) ' ) ;

end

end

%% Calculate Center of Area

for j=l:n_time_steps
outlet_area{j) = sum(face_area{j} )/3; %Because the area of each

%cell face is listed three

%times

outlet_center{j) = [0;0;0];

for q=l:3:length(face_id{j})
tmp_centroid = [face_centroid{j}(q,1);
face_centroid{j}(q,2);
face_centroid{j}(q,3)];

outlet_center{j} = outlet_center{j}+face_area{j}(q)/ outlet_area
{j}*tmp_centroid;

end

end
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%% Perform Coordinate Transformation

for j=l:n_time_steps
transformcoords = 0;

Q = outlet_center{j};
R = face_centroid{j}(1,:)'; %We could choose any point on the outlet

%surface

S = face_centroid{j}(floor(end/3)*2,:)'; %We could choose any point
%on the outlet surface

QR = R - Q;

QS = S - Q;

outlet_normal = face_area_vector{j}(1,:)'; %A11 faces should have same

%normal, so we can choose any one. Note, however, that the accuracy of

%the face area given by Fluent is not very high, so there will be

%differences.

%% Calculate Transformation Matrix

el_prime = QR/norm(QR);

e3_prime = outlet_normal/norm(outlet_normal);
e2_prime = cross (e3__prime,el_prime) ;

trfmat = [el_prime e2_prime e3_prime];
trfbackmat = inv(trfmat);

%Use the transformation matrices trfmat and trfbackmat as follows:

%

%Point in global coordinates < > point in local coordinates

%

%P_local = trfbackmat*(P_global-Q_global)
%P_global = Q_global + trfmat*P_local
%

%Vector in global coordinates < > vector in local coordinates

%

%v_local = trfbackmat *

v_global
%v_global = trfmat *

v_local

%%Transform to Local Carthesian Coordinate System
for q=l: length(face_id{j})

tmp_f_c = trfbackmat*(face_centroid{j}(q,:)'-Q);
tmp_n_c = trfbackmat*(node_coords{j}(q,:) '-Q) ;

face_centroid_local{j}(q,:) = tmp_f_c(1:2)';
node_coords_local{j}(q,:) = tmp_n_c(1: 2) ';

end

tmp_f_c = [0 0 ] ;

tmp_n_c = [0 0 ] ;

%%Transform to Local Polar Coordinate System [x,y] -> [theta,rho]
for q=l: length(face_id{j})

[tmp_f_c(l) ,tmp_f_c(2) ] = cart2pol(face_centroid_local{j}(q, 1) , ...

face_centroid_local{j}(q,2));
[tmp_n_c (1) , tmp_n_c(2) ] = cart2pol (node__coords_local {j } (q, 1) ,...

node_coords_local{j}(q,2));
face_centroid_local{j}(q,:) = tmp_f_c;
node_coords_local{j}(q,:) = tmp_n_c;

end

end
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%% Find Boundary Edge Nodes (the outermost nodes on the outlet)

filename = filename_base;
filename = [filename 'neighbor' '.init'];

fid = fopen(filename,'rt') ;

if fid == -1

error('Could not open file.')
end

tmp_cell = textscan(fid,'%d');

fclose(fid);

tmp_neighbor_wall_nodes = tmp_cell{l};
tmp_bc_nodes = node_id{l}; %Node ID does not change with time

z z = 1 ;

bc_edge_node_id(zz) = 0;

for q=l: length(tmp_bc_nodes)
tmp_outer_flag = 0;

for ii=l:length(tmp_neighbor_wall_nodes)
if tmp_bc_nodes(q)==tmp_neighbor_wall_nodes(ii)

tmp_outer_flag = 1;

tmp_inner_flag = 1;

break

end

end

if tmp_outer_flag == 1;

for qq=l: length(bc_edge_node_id)
if tmp_bc_nodes(q)==bc_edge_node_id(qq)

tmp_inner_flag = 0;

break

end

end

if tmp_inner_flag == 1

bc_edge_node_id(zz) = tmp_bc_nodes(q);
zz = zz +1;

end

end

end

%% Find Corresponding Boundary Edge for Each Face Centroid

for j=l:n_time_steps
for q=l : length (bc__edge_node_id)

for qq=l: length(node_id{j})
if bc_edge_node_id(q)==node_id{j}(qq)

edge_node_coords_local{ j } (q, 1:2) =..,

node_coords_local{j}(qq,:);
break

end

end

end

end

for j=l:n_time_steps
for q=l:length(face_centroid_local{j))

tmp_nearest = pi; %Node with theta closest to the current

%face_centroid
tmp_second_nearest = pi; %Node with theta second closest to

%current face centroid
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tmp_nearest_index = 0;

tmp_second_nearest_index = 0;

tmp_fcl = face_centroid_local{j}(q, 1) ;

if tmp_fcl < 0

tmp_fcl = tmp_fcl + 2*pi;
end

for zz=l: length(edge_node_coords_local{j} )

tmp_encl = edge_node_coords_local{j}(zz,1);
if tmp_encl< 0

tmp__encl = tmp_encl + 2*pi;
end

tmp_diff = tmp_fcl - tmp_encl;
if tmp_diff>pi

tmp^diff = tmp_diff - 2*pi;
elseif tmp_diff<-pi

tmp_diff = tmp_diff + 2*pi;
end

tmp_diff = abs(tmp_diff);
if tmp_diff <= tmp_nearest

tmp_second_nearest = tmp_nearest;

tmp_second_nearest_index = tmp_nearest_index;
tmp_nearest = tmp_diff;
tmp_nearest_index = zz;

elseif tmp_diff <= tmp_second nearest

tmp_second_nearest = tmp_diff;
tmp_second_nearest_index = zz;

end

end

if (tmp__nearest_index == 0) | (tmp_second_nearest_index == 0)

error('Map of boundary edge node to face centroid failed');
end

face__centroid_local_max_rho{ j } (q, 1) ==
...

tmp_second_nearest/ (tmp_nearest+tmp_second_nearest) *...

edge_node_coords_local{ j } (tmp_nearest_index, 2) +...

tmp_nearest/ (tmp_nearest+tmp_second_nearest) *...

edge_node_coords_local{j}(tmp_second_nearest_index,2);
end

end

%% Calculate Flow Profile

for j=l:n__time_steps %Looping over time

t = (j-l)*dt;
for q=l:3:length(face_centroid_local{j}) %Looping over face centroids

if q ~= 1

q_red = (q-l)/3+l; %Get rid of multiple entries, reduce

%index q

else

q_red = 1 ;

end

% This is where the actual mapping from circular to real outlet

% profile is done: simply by stretching or compression of the

% actual radius of the centroid to fit the ideal circular shape
tmp_r = face_centroid_local{j)(q,2);
r = tmp_r/face_centroid_local_max_rho{j}(q)*Rd;

% Calculate the steady-state velocity

u(q_red,j) = k(1)/(4*mu)*(rA2-RdA2);
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% Calculate the transient parts of the velocity
if mod(length(k),2)~=0

d_range = (length(k)-1)12;
else

d_range = (length(k))/2;
end

for d=l:d_range %Looping over frequency
f = d*f_cardio;

k_a = k(2*d);

if 2*d+K=length(k)

k_b = k(2*d+l);

end

if mod(length(k),2)~=0

u(q_red,j) = u(q_red,j)+real(womersley(r,t,k_a,f));
u(q_red,j) = u(q_red,j)+imag(womersley(r,t,k_b,f));

else

if d < derange

u(q__red,j) = u (q_red, j ) +real (womersley (r, t, k__a, f) ) ;

u(q_red,j) = u(q_red,j)+imag(womersley(r,t,k_b,f));
else

u(q_red,j) = u(q_red,j)+real(womersley(r,t,k_a,f));
end

end

end

u(q_red,j) = vel_dir*u(q_red,j); %To match Fluent convention

end

end

%% Adjust Mass Flow Rate

for j=l:n_time_steps
t = (j-l)*dt;

m_dot = 0;

for q=l:3:length(face_area{j})
if q ~= 1

q_red = (q-l)/3+l; %Get rid of multiple entries, reduce

%index q
else

q_red = 1;

end

m_dot = m_dot + face_area{j}(q)*u(q_red,j)*rho;
end

m_dot_diff = vel_dir*interpl(t_meas,m_dot_meas,t,'spline') - m_dot;
u_scale(j) = m_dot_diff/m_dot;

end

% Avoid big jumps of u_scale
u_scale_smoothed = smooth(upscale,length(u_scale),'lowess');
u_scale_smoothed_averaged = sum(u_scale_smoothed)/length(u_scale_smoothed);

u = (l+u_scale__smoothed_averaged) *u;

%% Visualize the Velocity Field for Verification

% Calculate appropriate data window

large = lelO;

large_negative = -le-10;
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x_max
= large_negative;

y_max = large_negative;

x_min = large;

y_min = large;

u_max = large_negative;
u_min = large;

R_max = large_negative;

for j=l:n_time_steps
for q=l:3:length(face_centroid_local{j})

if q
~= 1

q_red = (q-l)/3+l; %Get rid of multiple entries, reduce

%index q

else

q_red = 1;

end

[tmp_x (q_red) , tmp_y (q_red) ] =...

pol2cart(face_centroid_local{j}(q,1),...
face_centroid_local{j}(q,2));

tmp_z(q_red) = u(q_red,j);
end

i f max(tmp_x)>x_max

x_max
= max(tmp_x);

end

if min(tmp_x)<x_min
x_min = min(tmp_x);

end

if max(tmp_y)>y_max
y_max = max(tmp_y);

end

if min(tmp_y)<y_min
y_min = min(tmp_y);

end

if max(tmp_z)>u_max
u_max = max(tmp_z);

end

if min(tmp_z)<u_min
u_min = min(tmp_z);

end

if max(face_centroid_local_max_rho{j})>R_max
R_max = max (face_centroid__local_max_rho{ j } ) ;

end

end

stx = (x_max-x_min)/50;
sty = (y_max-y_min)/50;
lbx = x_min-5*stx;
lby = y_min-5*sty;
ubx = x_max+5*stx;
uby = y_max+5*sty;
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for j=l:n_time_steps
for q=l: 3 : length(face_centroid_local{j})

if q ~= 1

q_red = (q-l)/3+l; %Get rid of multiple entries, reduce

%index q

else

q_red = 1 ;

end

[tmp_x (q_red) , tmp_y (q_red) ] =pol2cart (face_centroid_local{j } (q, 1) ,...

face_centroid_local{j)(q,2));
tmp_z(q_red) = u(q_jred,j);

end

[xgrid,ygrid] = meshgriddbx: stx:ubx, lby : sty :uby) ;

[xmat,ymat,zmat] = griddata(tmp_x,tmp_y,tmp__z,xgrid,ygrid,'cubic');
zmat_size = size(zmat);

for d=l:(zmat_size(1)*zmat_size(2) )

if isnan(zmat(d))

zmat(d)=0;

end

end

n_time = j-1;
filename = [generatefilename(n_time) '.tiff'];

end

%% Write Profile to File

for j=l:n_time_steps
n_time = j-1;
filename = [generatefilename(n_time) '.profile'];
fid = fopen(filename,'wt');
if fid == -1

error('Could not open file.')
end

for q=l:3:length(face_id{j})
if q ~= 1

q_red = (q-l)/3+l; %Get rid of multiple entries, reduce

%index q

else

q_red = 1 ;

end

tmp_face_id(q_red,1) = face_id{j}(q);
end

for q=l: length(tmp_face_id)
fprintf (fid, ' %d\t%ll. 10e\t%ll. 10e\t%ll. 10e\t%ll. 10e\n',...

tmp_face_id(q) , u(q, j) , face_centroid{ j } (3*q-2,1) , ...

face_centroid{j)(3*q-2,2),face_centroid{j}(3*q-2,3));
end

fclose(fid);

end
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%% Embedded Functions

function vel = womersley(r,t,k,f)
Wo = sqrt(rho*2*pi*f/mu)*Rd; %Womersley number

A = ((i-1)/sqrt(2))*Wo;
B = A*r/Rd;

C = besselj (0,B);

D = besselj(0,A);
vel = k*RdA2/(mu*WoA2)*i*(1-C/D)*exp(i*2*pi*f*t);

end

function current_filename = generatefilename(jj)
filename = filename_base;
if jj > 0

tmp_int = floor(loglO(jj));
else

tmp_int = 0;

end

for qq=(4-tmp_int):-l:1
filename = [filename '0'];

end

current_filename = [filename int2str ( jj)];
end

end

%%%ENDO OF CODE%%%

A.2.7 Mapping of Velocities to Computational Grid

Language: C with UDF libraries for Fluent 6.1.22

Description: This function maps the previously reconstructed velocity
values to the computational grid. Only the treatement of the

x-component of the velocity vectors is shown. The other two

vector components are handled similarly

//START OF CODE//

include "udf.h"

define FILE_NAME_BASE "third_ventricle_extended_medium_from_scratch_0.ldt"
define FILE_NAME_BASE_BC "_boundary_"
#define LARGE_FLOAT le200

define N_TIME_STEPS 1000

define OUTLET_ID 9

define FIXED_VELOCITY_ID 3 //This corresponds to the ID of the zone where

//the velocity values are fixed

define X_DIR_CONST -0.00274599957001 //x component of normal to

//aqueduct_out; normalized

define Y_DIR_CONST 0. 00087899986236 //y component of normal to

//aqueduct_out; normalized

define Z_DIR_CONST 0.99999584341416 //z component of normal to

//aqueduct_out; normalized

DEFINE_PROFILE(aqueduct_x_profile, t, j)
{

//Declare Fluent-specific variables

face_t f;

cell_t c0,cl,c;
int n time = N TIME;
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//Declare all other variables

int face_number_array[244];
real normal_velocity_array[244];
real x_coord_array[244];
real y__coord__array [244] ;

real z_coord_array[244] ;

int face_number2_array[774] ;

real x_dir_array[732] ;

real y_dir__array [732] ;

real z_dir_array[732] ;

real c_vel_val[1000] ;

int i, ii, k, kk, tmp_int, n_time_adjusted, n_zeros, n_face_centroids
int min_diff i;

int n_face_centroids2, *face_number = &face_number_array[0]
int *face_number2 = &face_number2_array[0] ;

int f_c_map[1000] ;

real *normal_velocity = &normal_velocity__array[0] ;

real *x_dir = &x_dir_array[0], *y_dir = &y_dir_array[0];
real *z_dir = &z_dir_array[0], tmp__dir_norm, c0_c_coords[3];
real cl_c_coords[3], c_coords[3];
real *x_coord = &x_coord_array[0], *y__coord = &y_coord_array[0]
real *z_coord = &z_coord_array[0];
real min_diff, current_diff;

char file_name[80];
FILE *fp;
Domain *domain = Get Domain(1);
Thread *bc__thread = LookupJThread(domain,OUTLET_ID);
Thread *tf_tmp;

//Declare functions

char *int2str(int int_value);
int read_bc(char *file_name, int *n_face_centroids,int **face_number_ptr,

real **normal_velocity_ptr, real **x_coord_ptr,
real **y_coord_ptr, real **z_coord__ptr) ;

int read_bc2(char *file_name, int *n_face_centroids2,
int **face_number_ptr2, real **x_dir_ptr, real **y_dir_ptr,
real **z_dir_ptr);

//Counter for file enumeration

n_time_adjusted = n_time;
while (n_time_adjusted>=N_TIME_STEPS)

n_time_adjusted -= N_TIME_STEPS;

if (n_time_adjusted > 0)

n_zeros = loglO(n_time_adjusted) ;

else

n_zeros = 0;

//READ VELOCITY VALUES FROM FILE

strcpy(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE);
strcat(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE_BC);

for (i=4-n_zeros;i>0;—i)
strcat(file_name,"0");

strcat(file_name,int2str(n_time_adjusted));
strcat(file_name,".profile");
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tmp_int=read_bc(file_name,&n_face_centroids,&face_number,
&normal_velocity, &x_coord,&y_coord,&z_coord);

if(!tmp_int)
Error("ERROR while trying to read %s\n",file_name);

//READ BOUNDARY NORMAL DATA

strcpy(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE);
strcat(file_name,FILE_NAME_BASE_BC);

for (i=4-n_zeros;i>0;--i)
strcat(file_name,"0");

strcat(file_name,int2str(n_time_adjusted));
strcat(file_name,".init") ;

tmp_int = read_bc2(file_name,&n_face_centroids2,&face_number2,
&x_dir,&y_dir,&z_dir);

if(!tmp_int)
Error("ERROR while trying to read %s\n",file_name);

//SET VELOCITY VALUES

i = 0;

ii = 0;

begin_c_loop(c,t)
{

C_CENTROID(c_coords,c,t) ;

min_diff = LARGE_FLOAT;
min_diff_i = 0;

for (i=0;i<=243;++i)

{

current_diff = (c_coords[0]-(*(x_coord+i)))*(c_coords[0]-
(*(x_coord+i))) + (c_coords[1]-
(*(y_coord+i)))*(c_coords[1]-(*(y_coord+i)));

if (current_diff < min_diff)
{

min_diff = current_diff;
min_diff_i = i;

}

}

F_PROFILE(c, t, j) = (*(normal_velocity+min_diff_i))*X_DIR_CONST;
}

end_c_loop(c,t)

//CLEAN UP

free(face_number);
free(face_number);
free(normal_velocity);
free(x_dir);
free(y_dir);
free(z_dir);

}

//END OF CODE//
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